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FY 2019-20 Portland Police Bureau Budget Advisory Committee Report 
 
The Portland Police Bureau Budget Advisory Committee (BAC) met five (5) times over 
the past several months to review and provide input and commentary to the PPB’s 2019-
20 Fiscal Year Budget. 
 
The Assistant Chief of the Services Branch and Fiscal Services staff briefed the BAC on 
the role and expectations of the committee, provided a top-level overview of the FY 2018-
19 prior year outcomes and performances, provided input on the bureau’s approach to 
structuring the FY 2018-19 budget, including the fall Budget Monitoring Process (BMP) 
submissions, directions to develop new or enhanced programs for the future, and guidance 
from the Mayor’s office to prepare the FY 2019-20 budget to include enhancements to 
public safety and police accountability.  As part of the City’s General Fund the bureau is 
also required to submit a budget with options for reducing the FY 2019-20 CAL by 1% 
($2.05 million reduction from CAL). 
 
Faced with another year of budget reductions, and still confronted with prior year issues of 
reduced capacity versus the increasing demand for service, accountability, and physical 
space needs to support the bureau’s core operations, the bureau presented to the BAC for 
their review and input the current FY 2018-19 budget listed by program offers.  The 
Mayor’s Office and the City Budget Office mandated that budgets be considered on the 
basis of program offers. Detailed information for each program offer was provided, 
including description, staffing levels, operating dollars required and resources for such 
dollars (i.e. General Fund and revenue sources, both inside and outside).  Each program 
offer was accompanied by a ranking done several years ago by both the bureau command 
and the BAC. Ranking of each program offer was done based on the perception of services 
the PPB provides to the community.  The BAC also ranked each program offer (on the 
basis of perceived importance to the community being served) and it was that ranking that 
was used as a basis for the BAC recommendations for program offer eliminations to meet 
the CAL minus 1% goal for the FY 2019-20 budget.   
 
Over the course of the meetings, the BAC discussed at length those programs that could be 
cut or reduced to meet the CAL minus 1% requirement.  Discussion of the programs 
revolved around what and who would be disenfranchised if the program was altered or 
eliminated.  The BAC expressed concern that the proposed reduction packages would 
reduce the bureau’s ability for community engagement, especially with youth and in 
communities where new relationships are still forming. Connecting with the community is 
becoming increasingly complex in terms of language and culture in Portland. Problems 
very specific to ethnic communities do not surface without strong connections to those 
communities, and the BAC does not want these services to be lost. The bureau must 
continue the practice of engaging with the community as a regular part of police work and 
members should have time in their shifts to be dedicated to engagement activities. The 
reduction and elimination of the following programs will be an impediment for the bureau’s 
ability to provide the above-mentioned services. 
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Program items to be reduced, eliminated or alternatively funded to reach CAL minus 1% 
are: 
 

• School Resource Officers – pursuant to ongoing discussions between the City and 
Portland Public Schools, $922,000 in new revenue may be received by the bureau 
to provide nine (9) sworn officers dedicated to the Portland Public School district.  
This would reduce the General Fund requirement for the School Resource Officer 
Program accordingly. 

• Strength Program – elimination of the program and the two (2) FTEs will save 
$197,000.  Elimination of the program will not impact the core mission of the 
bureau, but its elimination represents a step backward in the bureau’s ability to 
perform outreach to the communities served by this program (basically young men 
of color and women).  The BAC does not agree with the elimination of the Strength 
Program, but the alternative is to reduce expenses for core programs necessary to 
the proper functioning of the bureau.  This program has been added to the list below 
of program areas for development. 

• Secondary Employment Fees – additional revenue of $390,000 can be realized by 
increasing hourly fees $50/hour per officer for contracted police services at private 
events.  The bureau’s fee increase will cover overtime costs and align the bureau’s 
fee schedule to reflect full cost recovery, which is consistent with guidelines used 
in other City bureaus. 

• Reform Court Scheduling – in cooperation with the District Attorney’s office, the 
bureau plans to reduce officer overtime related to required court appearances and 
digitize case folder processing.  By utilizing proper planning between the DA and 
the bureau, the waiting time required for officer testimony will be reduced by 
scheduling officer appearances as close to their court testimony as possible.  Proper 
scheduling and the elimination of paper case folder processing is anticipated to 
reduce cost by $350,000. 

• Materials and Services – this budget will be reduced $191,000. The reduction will 
be achieved by elimination of resources to fund obsolete equipment, totaled 
vehicles, IT projects, facilities projects, unforeseen needs, merit increases.  This 
pool is already depleted due to the RegJIN gap.  The eliminated resources will have 
some negative impact on the bureau’s focus on core mission and metrics. 

 
The BAC expressed its concern about future year budget cuts.  The budget cut requirement 
for the FY 2019-20 budget impacts the bureau’s ability for community engagement.  To 
mitigate the impact of the cut, the bureau looked at new sources of revenue (funds) to offset 
costs.  To reduce the impact of any future budget cuts, the BAC supports the bureau in 
looking at revenue sources and at outsourcing programs to appropriate organizations.  In 
the absence of achieving this, the bureau will be in a position that requires cuts in personnel 
and core programs.  Such cuts will have a negative impact on the bureau and the 
communities it serves, and the BAC is very concerned about that impact. 
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In addition to the BAC discussions on meeting the FY 2019-20 CAL constraint 
requirements, the committee discussed areas of development where the bureau can fulfill 
its mission to the community by implementing new and or revised programs to achieve 
efficiencies in future budgets, minimizing any potential negative impact on the core 
services provided.  The areas discussed were: 
 

• Regional Justice Information Network (RegJIN) – Costs for the current record 
management system software and vendor support keep increasing while partner 
municipalities continue to opt out of the cost sharing agreement with the bureau, 
thereby requiring the bureau to incur the cost of those partners exiting the program.  
The bureau’s share of the total annual cost of RegJIN has increased from 32% to 
83% in three years. The vendor contract for the current record management 
software expires in June 2021.  The bureau has contracted a consultant to assist in 
identifying a replacement system.  It is a critical consideration that any replacement 
system shall have governance and responsibility for cost and commercial contracts 
that ensures a structure such that the City and bureau will not be responsible for 
expense or liability due to other agencies that may choose to participate in said 
replacement system.  The bureau will pursue a one-time General Fund resource for 
this development area.  

 

• Communications – Currently the bureau has one Public Information Officer (PIO) 
and due to demand and today’s media environment, the bureau is operating in a 
constant crisis mode.  Hiring of a media specialist is under consideration.  It is 
envisioned that with additional assistance, the PPB message can be tailored to 
today’s media world, and provide a more positive image of the bureau and its 
mission to the community, ensuring that all members of the community have access 
to bureau information, including policy and practice of policing in Portland.  
Ongoing and one-time resources from the General Fund in combination with 
internal realignments of resources will be considered to achieve these goals. 

 

• Accountability – In complying with Department of Justice guidelines the bureau 
constantly works to better serve the community and needs to convert limited term 
resources to ongoing ones to achieve this goal.  Primary goals and outcomes for 
this issue should address: policies and directives to have ongoing reviews to ensure 
bureau policies are up to date; legal review from the City Attorney’s Office to 
support the timelines and workload demands for policy and procedures; and 
program evaluation for efficacy of training and policies.  To address these issues 
and achieve goals, a mix of ongoing and one-time resources from the General Fund 
will be reviewed. 

 

• Records – The Records Division provides services to both the community and 
internal services to the bureau. Services include processing public records requests, 
teletype functions regarding stolen or lost property, missing persons, runaways and 
other administrative messages, and processing all functions related to vehicles.  
Currently the bureau is experiencing a significant backlog of record requests.  In 
addition, starting in January 2019 record reports will be free to victims of crime.  
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With the assistance of a consultant, the bureau will examine current processes and 
find efficiencies.  The bureau will request additional funding, equipment and staff 
in order to better serve the public through efficient codifying of records and timely 
fulfillment of record requests by public and law enforcement organizations.  
Metrics are being studied to reduce the time required to enter and issue a crime 
report.  To address these issues and achieve goals, a mix of ongoing and one-time 
resources from the General Fund will be reviewed.     
         

• Strength Programs – While this program is proposed for elimination in the FY 
2019-20 budget, the BAC and bureau agree that these programs should not be 
abandoned, as they provide service and outreach to the community.   The bureau 
will explore partnership with outside organizations (primarily charitable 501(c) 3) 
to assume the administrative functions of these programs, while continuing to 
provide non-administrative support. 

 
 
Budget Advisory Committee Community Members: 
Anthony De Los Reyes, Career Coach, Professional Immigrant Credential Program, SE 
Works 
Mark Klein, Retired Businessman, CPA 
Musse Olol, Chief’s Advisory Panel 
Fred Sanchez, Realty Brokers 
Barbee Williams, Business and Employment Specialist, WorkSource Tualatin 
 
Police Bureau Labor Representation:  
Sergeant Tom Perkins, Secretary/Treasurer, Portland Police Association 
 
Police Bureau Command: 
Danielle Outlaw, Chief of Police 
Chris Davis, Assistant Chief, Services Branch 
 
Police Bureau Fiscal Services Staff:  
Catherine Reiland, Senior Business Operations Manager 
Bob Del Gizzi, Business Operations Manager 
Christy Owen, Principal Financial Analyst 
 
Police Bureau Equity Office Representation: 
Elle Weatheroy, Equity and Diversity Program Manager 
Shyvonne Williams, Equity and Diversity Program Specialist 
 
City Budget Office Representation: 
Katie Shifley, Financial Analyst 
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Portland Police Bureau

Percent of City Budget

Bureau Programs

Bureau Overview

  Requirements 
 Revised

FY 2018-19 
 Requested
FY 2019-20 

 Change from
Prior Year 

 Percent
Change 

Operating 230,567,375 239,443,249 8,875,874 3.85
Capital 2,747,020 0 (2,747,020) (100.00)

Total Requirements 233,314,395 239,443,249 6,128,854 2.63
Authorized Positions 1,319.00 1,305.00 (14.00) (1.06)
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Portland Police Bureau

Bureau Summary
Bureau Mission

Bureau Overview

The mission of the Portland Police Bureau is to reduce crime and the fear of crime by 
working with all citizens to preserve life, maintain human rights, protect property and 
promote individual responsibility and community commitment.

The Police Bureau is managed and directed by the Chief of Police with a Deputy Chief 
and three Assistant Chiefs. The bureau is composed of the Chief’s Office and the three 
branches of Investigations, Operations, and Services.

Chief’s Office: The Chief’s Office includes the Chief’s staff, the Communications Unit 
including the Public Information Officer, oversight of the Services Branch, the Professional 
Standards Division, the Criminal Intelligence Unit, and the bureau’s Advisory Committees. 
The Deputy Chief has oversight of the Investigations and Operations Branches.

Investigations Branch: The Investigations Branch includes the Critical Incident 
Command, the Detective Division, the Drugs & Vice Division, the Family Services 
Division, the Forensic Evidence Division, the Property Evidence Division, Tactical 
Operations Division, and the Transit Police Division.

Operations Branch: The Operations Branch includes the Central (including the Service 
Coordination Team and the Behavioral Health Unit), East, and North precincts, the Traffic 
Division, the Youth Services Division, the Crowd Management Incident Command, the 
Rapid Response Team and the Honor and Highland Guards.

Services Branch: The Services Branch includes the Fiscal Services Division, the Strategic 
Services Vision, the Information Technology Division, the Personnel Division, the 
Records Division, the Training Division and oversight of the Regional Justice Information 
Network (RegJIN).

Strategic Direction
The Police Bureau will develop a five-year strategic plan over the course of FY 2018-19.  
As a part of that process, the bureau will seek input from the communities within Portland in 
order to create a plan that meets the evolving needs of the city.  The bureau will follow the 
tenets of 21st Century Policing to promote positive interaction between police and the 
community to build trust.  The bureau will use technology to both enhance accountability 
and foster data-driven decision making to effectively reduce crime and the fear of crime.  
Bureau members will be held accountable when carrying out bureau policies and directives; 
training will be monitored and adjusted as necessary to meet the standards that are 
established with assistance from the community.  The goal is to enable every bureau 
employee to perform to those standards at their optimal level.

Bureau Goals The three goals for the Police Bureau reflect the bureau’s commitment to developing, in 
conjunction with the community, long-term solutions to serious crime issues while holding 
ourselves accountable to bureau policies and directives:

1. Crime reduction and prevention

2. Organizational excellence

3. Community engagement and inclusion
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Portland Police Bureau

Significant Issues

Staffing and 
Succession Planning

Staffing and succession planning remain a critical focus as the bureau faces an increasing 
demand for core services.  Since FY 2008-09 Portland’s population has increased by 20%, 
and total reported crime has increased by 25%.  This combination results in a higher rate of 
crime on a population basis.  Since FY 2011-12 the number of dispatched calls for service 
has increased by more than 25%, representing an increased demand for police response, and 
time to respond has increased across all call priority levels.

The FY 2018-19 Adopted Budget added 55.0 FTE Police Officer positions as a first step to 
right-size patrol staffing to demand, but this only brings the authorized sworn positions back 
up to the number that the bureau had in FY 2008-09.  Based on updating data for the criteria 
established by the staffing study performed by the Matrix Group the bureau will need to 
increase patrol staffing by 150 officers by the end of FY 2022-23 in order to meet the 
performance benchmarks for response time for high-priority calls as well as to provide for 
improved livability, community engagement and enhanced accountability.

There remains a large number of sworn staff that are at or near retirement eligibility, with 
more than 75 currently eligible to retire this fiscal year.  The expectation is that more than 
100 will retire within the next 18 months. At the same time the bureau is now faced with 
substantial difficulty attracting and hiring qualified candidates.  This mirrors a negative 
trend that now impacts most law enforcement agencies across the nation.  The combination 
of historically low unemployment along with deterioration of public perceptions of the 
challenges of serving as a police officer has created a significant impediment to the ability 
to meet hiring goals.

Strategic planning is underway to meet the challenges the bureau will face over the next five 
years and beyond. The bureau has engaged a consultant to assess the current state of the 
organization as well as the changing community environment to which it must adapt. 
Because any major new resource requests will be based on the direction provided by the 
new strategic plan, the bureau has deliberately confined its requests to current and near-term 
needs that must be addressed.

Accountability The City entered into a Settlement Agreement with the U.S. Department of Justice and the 
U.S. Attorney for the District of Oregon in October 2014. Since then, the City and the 
Police Bureau have been engaged in focused efforts to comply with the terms of the 
Agreement, and have attained substantial compliance with the majority of provisions in the 
Agreement.  The FY 2019-20 Requested Budget includes a package to continue to move 
forward with compliance and to enhance accountability and training.

Communications The Portland Police Bureau currently operates with a small team dedicated to providing 
information to the public, especially when there is risk to public safety or events where there 
is significant public interest. The prioritization of what information to communicate, what 
mediums to use to provide bureau communications, and when to share information is for the 
most part reactive in nature. There is a significant body of information the bureau is unable 
to share with the public due to the constraint of this current model. The bureau’s FY 2019-
20 Requested Budget includes additional resources to provide the community with a more 
robust strategic public media relations portfolio by establishing a dedicated resource to set 
strategic guidance for both external and internal communications.
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Portland Police Bureau

Records Management 
System Replacement 
and Public Records 
Accessibility

The Police Bureau owns and operates a records management system (RMS) for police 
incident reports and related law enforcement information. This system is critical to the 
operation of the bureau, processing police reports, and related mandatory functions. The 
Regional Justice Information Network (RegJIN) established a body of more than 40 partner 
agencies in the five-county metropolitan region that are signatories to an intergovernmental 
agreement that governs shared use and cost recovery associated with participation and use 
of the RegJIN system.

The number of participants has dropped precipitously and, as a result, a disproportionate 
share of the fixed cost of operating the system has been placed on the Police Bureau and the 
City. The bureau’s share of the total annual cost of RegJIN has increased from 32% to 83% 
in three years.  In addition, the current RMS has a user interface that is cumbersome and 
time consuming, and upgrades or changes to the system are not easily implemented.  
Technological advancement in records management systems provide additional options that 
the bureau should consider.  A more robust system that is easier to use can save the bureau 
time. The bureau’s FY 2019-20 Requested Budget requests one-time resources for each of 
the next two fiscal years to bridge the revenue shortfall that is due to the reduction in the 
number of RegJIN participants, and one-time funding to implement a new on premise RMS.

All records in the RMS are accessible to the public through public records requests, and the 
bureau is committed to providing timely response to those requests.  The bureau has set an 
internal goal of responding within 21 days. Before police records are available in the RMS 
for lookup and use in responding to public records requests, they must be manually entered 
and checked for accuracy. This is a 24/7 operation.  High turnover in staff at the data entry 
level and lack of supervisory and training resources has resulted in a backlog of requests and 
crime data that is not current. In order to address these concerns, the bureau is requesting 
ongoing resources to support a more efficient and effective records management processes.

In FY 2018-19, a commitment was made to provide victims their police reports at no cost. 
This decision results in a loss of fees that were collected under the previous policies. The 
revenue generated by records request fees is an integral part of the bureau’s program-
supporting revenue. In order to allow the bureau to provide victims’ police reports at no 
charge to the victim, the bureau is requesting ongoing resources to counter the lost revenue.

Physical Space The bureau has identified a substantial number of constraints in both the suitability and the 
amount of space available for ongoing operations.  In 2004, the bureau updated a 20-year 
master facilities plan which, due to budget issues in subsequent years, was never 
implemented.  The bureau has resurrected the plan and is currently working with a 
consultant to update it.  The age of the bureau’s current facilities, the need to accommodate 
projected growth of the bureau, the need for strategic precinct placement with adequate 
parking, and the need to provide facilities that are welcoming to the community are now 
urgent and require attention.  The updated facilities master plan with an estimated 
completion date of fall, 2019 will guide the bureau’s budget decisions over the next several 
years.
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Portland Police Bureau Summary of Bureau Budget
 

  
 Actual

FY 2016-17 
 Actual

FY 2017-18 
 Revised

FY 2018-19 
 Requested No DP

FY 2019-20 
 Requested
FY 2019-20 

Resources
External Revenues
Miscellaneous Fund Allocations 0 0 2,149,750 2,227,141 2,227,141
Licenses & Permits 1,329,319 1,503,032 1,381,000 1,481,000 1,481,000
Charges for Services 4,513,668 4,084,693 3,184,428 3,697,480 3,697,480
Intergovernmental 11,155,747 9,089,519 8,705,347 7,402,097 7,402,097
Miscellaneous 1,173,407 1,149,479 876,853 796,957 796,957

Total External Revenues 18,172,141 15,826,723 16,297,378 15,604,675 15,604,675
Internal Revenues
General Fund Discretionary 172,689,252 193,991,366 202,137,507 203,438,882 206,272,055
Fund Transfers - Revenue 0 0 300,000 0 0
Interagency Revenue 5,356,377 7,545,697 9,630,401 13,227,555 13,227,555

Total Internal Revenues 178,045,629 201,537,063 212,067,908 216,666,437 219,499,610
Beginning Fund Balance 3,977,341 4,828,356 4,949,109 4,338,964 4,338,964

Total Resources $200,195,111 $222,192,142 $233,314,395 $236,610,076 $239,443,249

Requirements
Bureau Expenditures
Personnel Services 146,319,612 160,347,029 161,572,732 180,013,189 180,776,770
External Materials and Services 16,136,987 16,545,741 34,580,904 18,252,939 20,101,531
Internal Materials and Services 32,260,052 34,323,254 36,753,590 38,343,948 38,564,948
Capital Outlay 650,104 626,410 160,149 0 0

Total Bureau Expenditures 195,366,755 211,842,435 233,067,375 236,610,076 239,443,249
Fund Expenditures
Fund Transfers - Expense 0 0 247,020 0 0

Total Fund Expenditures 0 0 247,020 0 0
Ending Fund Balance 4,828,356 3,973,974 0 0 0

Total Requirements $200,195,111 $215,816,409 $233,314,395 $236,610,076 $239,443,249
Programs
Citizen Partnership 295,496 511,454 610,006 467,784 467,784
Administration & Support 290 0 0 0 0
Cycle of Violence Reduction 16,171,391 18,232,798 21,894,906 23,330,928 23,625,715
Investigations 23,499,032 26,550,930 25,077,522 25,551,431 25,551,431
Strategy & Finance 22,276,701 22,917,466 29,265,217 31,819,512 31,819,512
Traffic Safety 13,456,332 14,119,425 13,658,553 13,677,448 13,677,448
Data Access 16,221,014 17,179,106 23,116,656 18,214,131 19,996,004
Employee Performance 2,361,985 2,448,368 3,117,796 4,173,088 4,463,972
Human Resources Development 17,740,588 19,356,111 27,551,882 24,852,957 25,152,957
Neighborhood Safety 6,918,562 7,767,507 11,236,768 11,906,484 11,906,484
Emergency Response & Problem Solving 76,010,797 82,320,250 77,177,956 82,073,206 82,073,206
Communications 387,261 439,019 360,113 543,107 708,736

Total Programs $195,339,449 $211,842,435 $233,067,375 $236,610,076 $239,443,249
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FT E Summary Portland Police Bureau

 Salary Range 
 Revised

FY 2018-19 
 Requested No DP

FY 2019-20 
 Requested
FY 2019-20 

 Class  Title  Minimum  Maximum  No.  Amount  No.  Amount  No.  Amount
30000062 Accountant I 52,395 68,827 6.00 381,024 6.00 388,548 6.00 388,548
30000063 Accountant II 59,114 74,402 1.00 49,239 1.00 74,269 1.00 74,269
30003001 Accounting Supervisor 63,336 105,373 1.00 98,904 1.00 98,904 1.00 98,904
30003002 Administrative Specialist I 44,075 66,102 1.00 66,102 1.00 66,102 1.00 66,102
30003003 Administrative Specialist II 48,277 89,523 8.00 576,930 8.00 576,930 8.00 576,930
30003004 Administrative Specialist III 53,290 98,800 17.00 1,253,045 17.00 1,286,734 17.00 1,286,734
30003005 Administrative Specialist IV 63,336 105,373 7.00 583,647 7.00 583,647 7.00 583,647
30000433 Administrative Specialist, Sr 49,067 75,525 1.00 49,268 1.00 62,296 1.00 62,296
30003006 Analyst I 53,290 98,800 8.00 624,083 7.00 548,038 8.00 624,083
30003007 Analyst II 63,336 105,373 30.00 2,453,712 30.00 2,514,175 30.00 2,514,175
30003008 Analyst III 69,805 126,318 1.00 126,318 1.00 126,318 1.00 126,318
30000096 Auto Servicer 44,928 55,078 5.00 265,242 5.00 268,372 5.00 268,372
30003010 Business Systems Analyst I 53,290 98,800 1.00 94,058 1.00 94,058 1.00 94,058
30003027 Coordinator I - NE 48,277 89,523 15.00 1,059,376 15.00 1,059,376 16.00 1,128,276
30003028 Coordinator II 53,290 98,800 4.00 358,219 4.00 358,219 4.00 358,219
30003029 Coordinator III 63,336 105,373 5.00 472,253 5.00 472,253 5.00 472,253
30003030 Coordinator IV 69,805 126,318 3.00 323,784 3.00 323,784 3.00 323,784
30000309 Crime Prevention Program Administrator 52,686 70,658 3.00 154,409 0.00 0 3.00 187,520
30003033 Deputy Chief of Police 130,478 208,770 1.00 174,720 1.00 174,720 1.00 174,720
30000050 Evidence Control Specialist 51,251 62,670 10.00 588,935 10.00 620,432 10.00 620,432
30003055 Financial Analyst II 63,336 105,373 1.00 81,162 1.00 81,162 1.00 81,162
30003056 Financial Analyst III 69,805 126,318 1.00 108,139 1.00 108,139 1.00 108,139
30003081 Manager I 80,205 140,338 1.00 116,938 1.00 116,938 1.00 116,938
30003082 Manager II 92,851 162,490 1.00 97,178 1.00 97,178 1.00 97,178
30003083 Manager III 111,696 189,842 1.00 152,256 1.00 152,256 1.00 152,256
30003085 Multimedia Specialist 53,290 98,800 2.00 164,611 2.00 164,611 2.00 164,611
30000025 Police Administrative Support Spec, Sr 47,902 63,482 16.00 997,555 16.00 1,008,168 16.00 1,008,168
30000024 Police Administrative Support Specialist 37,461 53,789 27.00 1,402,131 27.00 1,466,773 27.00 1,466,773
30003091 Police Captain 92,851 162,490 12.00 1,789,486 12.00 1,789,486 12.00 1,789,486
30003092 Police Chief 147,035 235,227 1.00 222,747 1.00 222,747 1.00 222,747
30003093 Police Chief, Assistant 111,696 189,842 3.00 494,021 3.00 494,021 3.00 494,021
30003094 Police Commander 111,696 189,842 6.00 947,616 6.00 947,616 6.00 947,616
30000307 Police Criminalist 87,963 108,638 15.00 1,448,501 15.00 1,524,337 15.00 1,524,337
30000022 Police Desk Clerk 37,586 51,230 9.00 364,475 9.00 387,025 9.00 387,025
30000302 Police Detective 87,963 108,638 90.00 9,094,391 90.00 9,283,786 90.00 9,283,786
30000304 Police Identification Technician 61,963 79,123 18.00 1,375,188 18.00 1,391,359 18.00 1,391,359
30003095 Police Internal Affairs Investigator 63,336 105,373 9.00 753,923 9.00 757,474 9.00 757,474
30000310 Police Investigative Accountant 89,710 104,354 1.00 104,354 1.00 104,354 1.00 104,354
30000299 Police Lieutenant 126,339 136,656 31.00 4,127,777 31.00 4,178,800 31.00 4,178,800
30000297 Police Officer 60,840 94,453 701.00 58,716,414 701.00 59,801,858 701.00 59,801,858
30000306 Police Photographic Reproduction Spec 71,760 86,050 2.00 167,856 2.00 172,099 2.00 172,099
30000020 Police Records Specialist 37,461 53,789 48.00 2,371,437 48.00 2,507,787 48.00 2,507,787
30000021 Police Records Training Coordinator 47,902 63,482 9.00 576,236 9.00 582,429 9.00 582,429
30000298 Police Sergeant 87,963 108,638 135.00 13,538,913 135.00 13,677,498 135.00 13,677,498
30000497 Public Information Manager 81,598 109,658 0.00 0 0.00 0 1.00 109,658
30003097 Public Information Officer 63,336 105,373 1.00 98,904 1.00 98,904 1.00 98,904
30002611 Public Support Support Specialist 49,816 58,302 12.00 597,792 12.00 298,896 12.00 298,896
30003103 Supervisor I - E 63,336 105,373 6.00 507,228 6.00 507,228 7.00 591,582
30003104 Supervisor II 69,805 126,318 3.00 306,301 3.00 306,301 3.00 306,301

TOTAL FULL-TIME POSITIONS 1,290.00 110,476,794 1,286.00 111,926,403 1,293.00 112,452,880
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Portland Police Bureau FT E Summary
 

30000020 Police Records Specialist 37,461 53,789 1.00 57,200 1.00 57,200 1.00 57,200
TOTAL PART-TIME POSITIONS 1.00 57,200 1.00 57,200 1.00 57,200

30003006 Analyst I 53,290 98,800 1.00 82,243 1.00 13,707 1.00 13,707
30003011 Business Systems Analyst II 63,336 105,373 1.00 77,230 1.00 77,230 1.00 77,230
30003027 Coordinator I - NE 48,277 89,523 1.00 64,854 0.00 0 0.00 0
30003028 Coordinator II 53,290 98,800 3.00 172,327 1.00 52,940 1.00 52,940
30000309 Crime Prevention Program Administrator 52,686 70,658 1.00 65,245 0.00 0 0.00 0
30000307 Police Criminalist 87,963 108,638 4.00 386,880 0.00 0 0.00 0
30000302 Police Detective 87,963 108,638 3.00 298,917 1.00 48,344 1.00 48,344
30000297 Police Officer 60,840 94,453 7.00 641,950 6.00 412,682 6.00 412,682
30000298 Police Sergeant 87,963 108,638 6.00 597,834 0.00 0 0.00 0
30003103 Supervisor I - E 63,336 105,373 1.00 84,354 1.00 3,515 1.00 3,515

TOTAL LIMITED TERM POSITIONS 28.00 2,471,834 11.00 608,418 11.00 608,418
GRAND TOTAL 1,319.00 113,005,828 1,298.00 112,592,021 1,305.00 113,118,498

 Salary Range 
 Revised

FY 2018-19 
 Requested No DP

FY 2019-20 
 Requested
FY 2019-20 

 Class  Title  Minimum  Maximum  No.  Amount  No.  Amount  No.  Amount



Communications
Program Description & Goals

The Communications program provides centralized communication and creative services internally
as well as to the media and the public. The Communications program includes the Communications
Unit, located in the Chief’s Office. The program supports the City's goal to ensure a safe and
peaceful community and the bureau's goal of community engagement and inclusion.

In prior years, this program used service metrics from the Auditor’s Annual City Service Survey,
which was discontinued in FY 2017-18. New potential performance measures, include possible
survey work, impacts of the use of social media, and other measures for public communication. 

Measure Title PM 2016-17
Actuals

PM 2017-18
Actuals

PM 2018-19
YTD Actual

PM 2019-20
Target

Strategic
Target

Explanation of Services

Portland Police Bureau
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The Communications program within the Chief’s Office is responsible for ensuring the public has
information from the Police Bureau that may be critical to life safety, may involve the need for public
disclosure of activities at the bureau, or may increase trust and transparency, with the overall goal
to ensure that all members of the community are receiving this information through an accessible
medium. 

The expectation and practice of local law enforcement agencies is to provide timely and transparent
information which may be through multiple venues including: press conferences, social media,
interviews, website, and written news releases. The Communications Unit provides a media contact
point with a sworn bureau member trained in media relations who responds when appropriate to
breaking news and researches answers to media inquiries. The Public Information Officer also
coordinates with detached PIOs who rotate during off-hours; as well as oversees a professional
content writer skilled in strategic communications; a social media content specialist/web designer;
and a graphics designer/ videographer to disseminate content to inform the public. A Community
Engagement Officer was recently transferred to the unit from another division and works with
specific communities, supporting immigrants and refugees by providing them with information about
public safety and improving trust within communities who do not traditionally trust law enforcement. 

The unit provides coordinated messaging and creative solutions to ensure the public is informed on
crime and public safety activities as well as how to access resources, engage our community and
illustrate the work officers do in order to build trust and relationships within the community. The unit
works to improve internal communications to ensure all bureau members are well-informed and can
adequately communicate messages regarding public safety, policy and training that might affect
community members.  In addition, the unit works with the Personnel Division on recruitment of
officers to ensure hiring goals are met.

The Police Bureau is midway through the development of a new strategic plan, which will include
performance metrics and goals for community engagement. There will be new performance
measures associated with this program when this plan has been completed and the bureau begins
implementation.

Equity Impacts

The Communications program uses base allocated resources to ensure all members of the
community have access to information, often through multiple mediums. Ensuring all members of
the public have access to essential information is a core function of the Communications program.
This includes providing information on the bureau’s website with translation options, the unit creates
video content to share, and resources actively engage with the news media to provide the public
with up-to-date information related to life-safety of community members. 

With the recent reassignment of the Community Engagement Office to the Communications
program, the coordinated efforts of the two units are expected to assist the bureau in reaching more
community members through the designated advisory boards and other engagement opportunities
with the immigrant and refugee populations. 
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Changes to Program

Base level resources have not been increased in this program outside of inflation for current service
level costs. There will be a reduction in overtime incurred by the sworn Public Information Officer as
this position and body of work is being reassigned to better distribute the workload. The Community
Engagement Office was relocated to the Communications Unit in FY 2018-19. This change is
expected to have positive impacts on the bureau’s communications with the public by providing a
direct point of contact for community advisory boards and better coordination for immigrants and
refugees.  

Other factors impacting this group include the overwhelming demand for responses to media
inquiries. The unit is focusing much of the current resources on addressing the media requests for
information, providing as much social media content as possible to inform and educate the public,
and improve resources and internal messaging. 

Program Budget

Resources: The primary funding source for this program is General Fund discretionary
resources. The resources are subject to the volatility of the City’s General
Fund. 

Expenses: Staffing resources for the program constitute the majority of the program
expenses. There are no significant contracts for services provided by the
Communications Unit or the Community Engagement Office. External and
Internal Materials and Services support the technology and infrastructure
necessary to support the work group. 

Staffing: The Communications Program consists of sworn and non-sworn
professionals with specific knowledge and expertise in media relations,
content development, and communications strategies for the Police
Bureau. The only significant change in staffing levels has been the recent
reallocation of internal resources to move staff associated with the
Community Engagement Office into the Communications Unit.

Assets and
Liabilities:

There are no assets or liabilities associated with this program.

2016-17 Actuals 2017-18 Actuals 2019 Revised
Budget

2019-20 Request -
V52 -No DP

Bureau Expense 

External Materials and Services 16,176 15,877 12,428 17,614

Internal Materials and Services 27,460 38,365 29,043 36,759

Personnel 343,625 384,777 318,642 488,734

Sum: 387,261 439,019 360,113 543,107

2016-17 Actuals 2017-18 Actuals 2019 Revised
Budget

2019-20 Request -
V52 -No DP

FTE 2 2 2 3

Sum: 2 2 2 3
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Program Information
Bureau: Portland Police Bureau Program Contact: Lt. Tina Jones

Website:

Website: https://
www.portlandoregon.gov/police/
29708 Contact Phone 503 823 0000
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Cycle of Violence Reduction
Program Description & Goals

The seven programs within Cycle of Violence Reduction share a mission to both reduce crime and
improve neighborhood safety and livability by targeting chronic crime that involves drugs, guns and
gangs, and crime that begins a cycle of violence in the home. This program supports the City’s goal
to ensure a safe and peaceful community and the bureau’s commitment to crime reduction and
prevention. Organizationally, this program consists of the Drugs and Vice Division (DVD), the
Family Services Division, the Gang Enforcement Team (GET), and the Gun Task Force. 

Measure Title PM 2016-17
Actuals

PM 2017-18
Actuals

PM 2018-19
YTD Actual

PM 2019-20
Target

Strategic
Target

Percentage of gang violence cases cleared 24% 20% 0 25% 27%

Number of individual doses removed from circulation 26,766,887 26,766,887 0 30,167,495 31,675,870

Explanation of Services

These programs address a spectrum of criminal violence that threatens public safety and
vulnerable members of the public. The Child Abuse Services program investigates child physical
and sexual abuse cases. The Domestic Violence Reduction program investigates cases of
domestic violence, provides support services for victims and families, and coordinates self-defense
training for women and girls through the WomenStrength and GirlStrength programs. The
Vulnerable Adult and Elder Crimes program investigates crimes against them, and collaborates with
community partners to educate our citizens to prevent future crimes. The Drugs and Vice Division
conducts high level criminal investigations designed to dismantle and disrupt illegal drug trafficking
organizations operating within and adjacent to the City of Portland with the goal of reducing the
public harm caused through the sales and use of illegal narcotics. DVD investigates all overdose
deaths. The Asset Forfeiture program tracks equitably-shared proceeds of assets forfeited in
federal cases associated with drug and vice cases developed by the bureau. The Gun Task Force
and Gang Enforcement Team programs investigate criminal gun violence and possession and
street gang-related violence and criminal activity.  These programs coordinate with federal and local
agencies and the Portland Office of Youth Violence Prevention to reduce criminal activity and guns
in Portland’s schools.

Both DVD and GET have staff dedicated to supporting precinct patrol on a rotational basis. As a
result, the ability for DVD to participate in or initiate new investigations into trafficking organizations
has been diminished. The number of unique doses (per Drug Enforcement Agency dosage
measures) removed from circulation in Portland decreased by 11% in FY 2016-17 when compared
to the prior year. The percent of gang violence cases cleared dropped to 20% in FY 2017-18 from
24% in the prior year. If these units are relieved of the rotational support requirements, it is
estimated that gang violence case clearance and the number of unique dosages recovered will
increase as the number of investigations initiated will increase; however, the earliest this may occur
is in 2020 after new recruits have been hired and passed the 18 month probationary period.

Portland Police Bureau
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Changes to Program

The Police Bureau was tasked to reduce General Fund budgeted expenditures by 1%. One of the
program reductions to meet this mandate was the elimination of the Strength Programs and
elimination of two FTE positions.  While these are significant programs that address root cause
reductions in criminal violence against vulnerable members of the community, they are not core
aspects of the law enforcement mission of the bureau and could successfully be operated by other
organizations with comparable effectiveness. There is a decision package that requests 3.0 FTE to
sustain the WomenStrength, GirlStrength and BoyStrength programs. If it is not adopted the bureau
will seek an alternate home for the programs with community service organizations that can sustain
them. 

DVD and the Gang and Gun programs deploy officers for rotational support for the short-staffed
patrol operations for 25% of the work week.  This reduces the effectiveness of these programs.

Program Budget

Equity Impacts

Equity factors are considered to the extent that narcotics, gun and gang violence investigations do
not target or enforce laws based on any class, protected or not, and all enforcement is based on
community threats and probable cause. Direct outreach for community engagement with several of
Portland’s minority communities has been used to expand the reach of drug education talks to help
prevent, recognize and stop illegal drug use. Child abuse services, the domestic violence reduction,
and the gun and gang enforcement programs coordinate their work with the Youth Service Division,
local school districts, the Office of Youth Violence Prevention, and agencies within Multnomah
County to ensure that efforts to reduce victimization from violence reach communities of color.

2016-17 Actuals 2017-18 Actuals 2019 Revised
Budget

2019-20 Request -
V52 -No DP

Bureau Expense 

Capital Outlay 10,499 272,750 51,566 0

External Materials and Services 773,362 821,608 5,267,102 5,245,117

Internal Materials and Services 1,316,084 1,502,612 1,301,166 1,547,114

Personnel 14,071,446 15,635,828 15,275,072 16,538,697

Fund Expense

Fund Transfers - Expense 0 0 247,020 0

Ending Fund Balance 0 4,824,436 0 0

Sum: 16,171,391 23,057,234 22,141,926 23,330,928

2016-17 Actuals 2017-18 Actuals 2019 Revised
Budget

2019-20 Request -
V52 -No DP

FTE 116.83 117 132 118

Sum: 116.83 117 132 118
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Resources: Over 95% of the Cycle of Violence program expenditures are funded with
General Fund discretionary resources. In FY 2017-18 federal
reimbursements for joint investigative activities were $275,000, asset
forfeiture proceeds $495,000, and federal grants $40,000. There is no
guarantee these external resources will continue to be available at these
levels in the future.

Expenses: Close to 88% of the General Fund expense is for personnel, more than 8%
covers vehicle, communications and facilities expenses, 2% is required for
contracts and agreements for professional services to support victims and
the remaining 2% covers operating materials and supplies.

Staffing: Roughly 85% of the positions in the Cycle of Violence programs are sworn
law enforcement, three-quarters of which are investigators, one-quarter
supervisory.  Rotational support of officers for short-staffing in patrol
operations will continue to reduce the available sworn staffing levels in
these programs for at least two more years. 

Assets and
Liabilities:

There are no fixed assets associated with these programs. Family Services
Division is housed in a rented facility, the rest in City-owned facilities. The
principal City-owned equipment includes fleet vehicles and communications
gear.  Fleet and much of the communications gear has lifecycle
replacement funding in place.  Replacement of the remaining equipment is
from the operating budget. 

Program Information
Bureau: Portland Police Bureau Program Contact: Assistant Chief Jami Resch

Website:

 https://www.portlandoregon.gov/
police/71399 
 https://www.portlandoregon.gov/
police/30560 
 https://www.portlandoregon.gov/
police/30564 Contact Phone
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Data Access
Program Description & Goals

The Data Access program provides access to information about reported crimes, which is the
foundation of crime analysis and problem-solving efforts of officers and a valuable service available
to citizens. Officers need access to information in the field that is reliable, timely, and
comprehensive. Organizationally, this program consists of the Records Division and the Information
Technology Division. 

This program supports the City’s goal to ensure a safe and peaceful community and the bureau’s
goal of organizational excellence. 

Measure Title PM 2016-17
Actuals

PM 2017-18
Actuals

PM 2018-19
YTD Actual

PM 2019-20
Target

Strategic
Target

Number of public records requests 21,655 25,297 0 22,271 23,385

Percent of time public records requests are complete
within 21 days 14% 11% 0 16% 95%

Explanation of Services

The Data Access program includes the Records Division, the Information Technology Division, and
support for the Regional Justice Information Network (RegJIN). This combination of divisions
provides valuable accessibility to the bureau’s data for multiple applications, internally and
externally. Internal service provision allows for analysis of reported crime data, and records
processing makes information available to respond to public records requests.  

The Records Division received a significant increase in the number of public records requests since
the implementation of GovQA, the City’s online records request system. These requests are
increasingly complex, requiring review from the City Attorney and data collection and validation
from the Strategic Services Division. The bureau’s internal goal is to respond to requests within 21
days, which is affected by volume of requests and staff available to respond. Turnover in staff and
the aforementioned complicated requests contribute to the time it takes to respond. 

The FY 2018-19 Adopted Budget included $300,000 to support the bureau hiring a consultant to
assist in the review and selection of a replacement for RegJIN. There is one year remaining on the
current vendor contract and it is anticipated this project will position the bureau to have a
replacement selected in time to transition from the current system. The bureau is also evaluating
strategies and systems to address generally increasing technology needs. These will seek to
provide greater operational efficiencies and effectiveness, as well as maintain the bureau’s
extensive inventory of technology equipment and infrastructure. 

Equity Impacts

Public records requests are entered through the City’s online portal. Recognizing all citizens do not
have computer access or computer literacy, various police facilities are equipped with other means
by which citizens can request reports. In providing victims copies of their police reports at no cost, a
monetary burden has been lifted from this population. With this implementation, the equity impacts
of this program are neutral in their effect of communities of color and people with disabilities. 

Portland Police Bureau
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Changes to Program

The FY 2018-19 Adopted Budget included additional FTE allocation of 2.0 Senior Administrative
Specialists (new classification: Coordinator-I) to join the unit dedicated to responding to public
records requests. These positions were posted in Fall/Winter of FY 2018-19 and are in the process
of being filled at the time of the FY 2019-20 Requested Budget. These additional positions are
expected to help in decreasing the existing backlog of public records requests while also fulfilling
continually-incoming new requests. 

Program Budget

Resources: The primary funding source for this program is General Fund discretionary
resources. These resources are subject to the volatility of the City’s
General Fund. Additional resources include revenue collected through the
RegJIN partnership cost-sharing structure, as well as revenue collected
through the public records request process. 

Expenses: Personnel expenses constitute the majority of expenses for this program.
The service contract for the records management system and internal
account transfers for Bureau of Technology Services expenses also
represent a large portion of program expenses. 

Staffing: Personnel in this program are distributed to support the records
management system, serve as complaint signers, and perform the
necessary duties of operating the Records Division. This is a 24/7
operation, and is impacted by chronic staffing shortages. The bureau is
looking into recruitment techniques that will provide for a more readily-
available workforce. 

Assets and
Liabilities:

The extent of the bureau’s technology infrastructure assets fall under this
program, along with the entirety of the records management system. These
components are critical to the successful functioning of the bureau on a
daily basis. The bureau is currently evaluating replacement options for the
records management system and is requesting one-time General Fund
resources to cover this expense.  

2016-17 Actuals 2017-18 Actuals 2019 Revised
Budget

2019-20 Request -
V52 -No DP

Bureau Expense 

Capital Outlay 71,539 28,668 0 0

External Materials and Services 1,985,864 1,680,286 6,829,810 1,521,713

Internal Materials and Services 8,266,459 8,446,533 9,077,785 8,943,187

Personnel 5,897,153 7,023,619 7,209,061 7,749,231

Sum: 16,221,014 17,179,106 23,116,656 18,214,131

2016-17 Actuals 2017-18 Actuals 2019 Revised
Budget

2019-20 Request -
V52 -No DP

FTE 80.75 81.92 79 80

Sum: 80.75 81.92 79 80
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Program Information
Bureau: Portland Police Bureau Program Contact: Jenn Hollandsworth-Reed, 

Website:

Police Records https://
www.portlandoregon.gov/police/
30557 
RegJIN https://
www.portlandoregon.gov/police/
69664 

Contact Phone 503 823 0000
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Employee Performance
Program Description & Goals

This program focuses on bureau accountability by investigating, collecting, analyzing, and sharing
employee performance data. City and community input is tied to this program through a review
board process. Organizationally this program includes the Professional Standards Division, which
includes the Internal Affairs Division. The primary objective is to improve employee performance
and, in turn, overall bureau performance. The program supports the bureau's goals to enhance
accountability and build community trust.

The Independent Police Review (IPR) generates annual reports of allegations of misconduct of
police officers, reports commendations received, and is part of the investigatory process to provide
transparency and accountability to the public. Internally, the bureau reports performance metrics
associated with the use of force incidents as a percentage of total police contacts and/or contacts
resulting in arrest. 

Measure Title PM 2016-17
Actuals

PM 2017-18
Actuals

PM 2018-19
YTD Actual

PM 2019-20
Target

Strategic
Target

Percentage of calls for service without an Force Data
Collection Report (FDCR) level force event 99.84% 99.72% 0 99.74% 99.80%

Percentage of total PPB custodies in which there was
no FDCR-level force event 97.68% 95.77% 0 96.16% 97.00%

Percentage of investigated complaints that are
sustained (excluding use of force complaints) 50% 37% 0 45% 60%

Number of community complaints of officer
misconduct 396 396 0 409 400

Number of community commendations of officer
conduct 110 110 0 95 120

Explanation of Services

Portland Police Bureau
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This program resides in internally focused groups, the Professional Standards Division and the
Internal Affairs Division, dedicated to providing accountability of bureau members through the
review and development of policies, the evaluation and auditing of practices, and the internal affairs
investigatory process stemming from complaints or allegations of misconduct. Building trust and
legitimacy between the bureau and the community of Portland is a goal of both this program and
the Portland Police Bureau. 

The Professional Standards Division houses resources for policy review and development, mostly
centered on the directives which govern bureau standards for performance of sworn and
professional staff. Those resources include the Force Inspector, the internal audit team, and the
Employee Information System (EIS) program. 

The Internal Affairs Division is dedicated to the investigation of allegations of policy violations and/or
conduct of bureau members. This unit works with the Independent Police Review (IPR) Division of
the elected Auditors Office. This relationship allows community members to bring allegations of
conduct to either an agency separate from the Police Bureau or to the Internal Affairs Division
within the Police Bureau. 

The bureau’s reported use of force measures are trending consistently with the prior year as the
approximately 95.77% of all custodies do not involve a Force Data Collection Report (FDCR). In the
past year the U.S. Department of Justice did increase the number of force categories to be included
with FDCRs and as such, the reported numbers have changed from prior force reports. At present,
the internal audit team is only in place to review use of force incidents.  

Performance measures associated with the Internal Affairs Division stem from data collected by IPR
and the Division. In the prior calendar year report, approximately 38% of allegations were found to
be sustained, and there was an increase of 61% more commendations received by IPR. Since
2014, the number of internal affairs investigations and corresponding interviews has increased
substantially, in part due to a change in practice to conduct complete investigations of all allegations
brought forward.  Over this same time period there is a caseload increase of 40% per investigator. 

Equity Impacts

The Employee Performance Program aims to provide transparency and accountability of police
actions through the development of policies and through conducting a procedurally just process in
the Internal Affairs Division. Equity implications for new and revised bureau policies is considered
during the development of the bureau’s directives, which are guiding policy for all employees of the
Portland Police Bureau. These directives, and how the bureau holds members accountable to the
directives provide assurance to the public that police bureau members are acting in a fair and just
manner through the course of their work. 

Internally, the division has worked to find process improvement opportunities to assist with
providing timely investigations so that all parties are able to feel the process was fair and
transparent. There is significant challenge with using internal resources alone, as the workload
associated with conducting complete investigations is substantial. The FY 2019-20 Requested base
budget will allow for this program to continue at current levels.
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Changes to Program

The FY 2018-19 Adopted Budget includes funding for 3.0 FTE Crime Analyst positions to form an
internal audit team within the Professional Standards Division. This team will support the current
three analysts in the Force Audit Team and conduct audits on bureau policies and practices to
ensure transparency and accountability to the public. 

There are external factors impacting the workload for investigators in the Internal Affairs Division.
Over the past three years the number of investigations opened has increased, as each allegation
receives a full investigation. This includes multiple interviews of involved parties and witnesses,
which puts strain on the timeliness for completing investigations. Additional resources were added
two years ago; the challenges for staffing to workload demand are expected to continue into the
next fiscal year with current resource allocations. 

There have been no significant organizational changes to the Professional Standards Division in the
current fiscal year. Prior changes reorganized the Force Audit Team and the Force Inspector into
the Professional Standards Division. That reorganization has assisted with providing more efficient
review and knowledge sharing between work groups in the Division.

Program Budget

Resources: The primary funding source for this program is General Fund discretionary
resources. The resources are subject to the volatility of the City’s General
Fund.

Expenses: Staffing resources for these programs constitute the majority of the
program expenses. There are contracts associated with outside
transcription and facilitation of the Police Review Board and transcription
for interviews conducted by Internal Affairs investigators. Other contractual
expenses support EIS and this expense is shared between the Police
Bureau and the Independent Police Review. Discretionary spending in this
program is associated with staff development, travel, and general office
support expenses. 

2016-17 Actuals 2017-18 Actuals 2019 Revised
Budget

2019-20 Request -
V52 -No DP

Bureau Expense 

External Materials and Services 84,713 130,260 188,410 117,321

Internal Materials and Services 71,585 90,389 55,022 70,081

Personnel 2,205,688 2,227,719 2,874,364 3,985,686

Sum: 2,361,985 2,448,368 3,117,796 4,173,088

2016-17 Actuals 2017-18 Actuals 2019 Revised
Budget

2019-20 Request -
V52 -No DP

FTE 20 21 24 31

Sum: 20 21 24 31
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Staffing: There are no significant staffing changes in the current service level budget
for the Employee Performance program. The majority of the staffing
resources are non-sworn professional staff positions. There are limited
options internally within the bureau to realign other non-sworn professional
staff into positions within this program when vacated due to the specialized
nature of conducting program and performance auditing and internal affairs
investigations. The FY 2016-17 Budget included resources to meet the
demand for services and the FY 2018-19 Budget established a policy audit
team to work with the Force Audit Team. 

Assets and
Liabilities:

There are no assets or liabilities associated with this program.

Program Information
Bureau: Portland Police Bureau Program Contact: A/Cmdr Jeff Bell

Website:

DOJ Materials https://
www.portlandoregon.gov/police/
62044 
Directives https://
www.portlandoregon.gov/police/
29867  

Contact Phone 503 823 0000
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Emergency Response and Problem Solving
Program Description & Goals

The Emergency Response and Problem Solving program is the Police Bureau’s largest program
and it includes patrol, emergency management services, and specialized tactical units such as the
Explosives Disposal Unit and the Special Emergency Response Team. 

This program supports the City’s goal to ensure a safe and peaceful community and the bureau’s
goal of crime prevention and reduction. 

Measure Title PM 2016-17
Actuals

PM 2017-18
Actuals

PM 2018-19
YTD Actual

PM 2019-20
Target

Strategic
Target

Number of incidents dispatched 248,225 262,131 0 269,000 282,450

Number of officer-initiated calls for service 83,861 94,790 0 100,000 104,269

Number of telephone reports 11,544 12,183 0 10,000 12,302

Average travel time to high priority dispatched calls in
minutes 6.55 6.59 0 6.69 5.50

Number of Citizen Online Reports 20,271 21,516 0 26,000 22,592

Number of Crime Against Society offenses (NIBRS
data) 2,400 2,644 0 2,500 2,200

Number of Crime Against Persons offenses (NIBRS
data) 8,344 9,213 0 10,000 9,029

Number of Crime Against Property offenses (NIBRS
data) 49,611 50,140 0 50,000 49,137

Number of Crime Against Society offenses per 1,000
residents 3.80 4.10 0 4.00 4.00

Number of Crime Against Persons offenses per 1,000
residents 13.30 14.40 0 15.20 12.40

 Number of Crime Against Property offenses per
1,000 residents 79.07 78.50 0 75.90 75.00

Number of Directed Patrol Calls for Service 2,303 2,168 0 500 1,500

Total Reported Offenses 60,355 61,997 0 62,500 66,957

Total Reported Incidents 55,407 56,937 0 59,000 60,353

Recovery Rate for Motor Vehicle Theft 81% 82% 0 80% 85%

Average call queue time until a responding officer is
available (high priority calls) 2.03 2.02 0 2.00 1.50

Number of dispatched calls per 1,000 residents 396 410 0 408 412

Explanation of Services

Portland Police Bureau
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Changes to Program

The bureau has a number of new officers in their 18-month initial probation period, and upon
successful completion they will be able to respond to calls. However, large numbers of retirements
anticipated in February and March of 2019 is likely to limit the positive impact new officers will have
on performance metrics. 

In FY 2018-19, the bureau piloted assigning a Police Sergeant position to the Bureau of Emergency
Communications (BOEC) dispatch floor as a strategy to affect declining performance measures in
the current delivery model. The goals of the pilot are to improve communication and coordination
with BOEC call takers and dispatchers, reduce the number of non-priority calls for service routed to
patrol officers for response, and to improve customer service to the public. 

The Emergency Response and Problem Solving program encompasses some of the most core
work performed by the bureau. When a citizen calls 9-1-1 for police response to a crime, the
services provided are most likely to be performed by personnel within this program. Responding to
crime and initiating problem-solving activities to prevent and reduce crime remain the key activities
of the Portland Police Bureau. These efforts are designed to reduce the overall incidence of crime
and to reduce the fear of crime in the community, promoting a sense of neighborhood and personal
safety. 

The bureau monitors emerging crime trends and shifts resources where necessary to address
upward trends. However, the shortage of sworn members available to meet the increased demand
for services is resulting in degraded performance reports and crime trends. Dispatched calls per
patrol officer as a measure increased by over 30% between FY 2015-16 and FY 2017-18, and is
expected to increase by another 8% in FY 2019-20 as a result of a continually increasing number of
incidents dispatched and a stagnant or declining number of officers available to respond. Crime
volume measures, including reported crimes against persons and reported crimes against property,
are increasing and are impacting community livability in Portland. The majority of performance
measures in this program are in decline, and this trend will continue into future years if left at the
current staffing and service delivery model.

Program Budget

Equity Impacts

All officers are required to complete equity and implicit bias training as part of the mandatory
training curriculum. Concerning persons with disabilities, the bureau partners with multiple disability
groups to help inform making enforcement decisions and also allow the bureau to be considerate of
and address possible mobility and communications barriers in interactions with the public. 

Program response is administered on the basis of priority; to that extent, any community or
individual with ability to call for 9-1-1 response has equal opportunity to receive attention. If the
community disproportionately reports crime based on implicit or explicit bias, the Police Bureau has
limited ability to detect this or modify response. Analysis on reported crime and crime trends can
influence the location of targeted missions, but no racial information is collected or used in any of
these analyses. Due to staffing shortages, many individuals are being encouraged to submit on-line
reports. This presents a potential inequity, as it presumes literacy, ability, and internet and computer
access. 
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Resources: The primary funding source for this program is General Fund discretionary
resources. These resources are subject to the volatility of the City’s
General Fund. 

Expenses: Personnel expenses constitute the majority of expenses for this program
and are both relatively fixed and predictable. To the extent the bureau
carries vacancies in personnel, the nature of this program necessitates
backfilling person hours with overtime assignments. This is tracked and
reported on a public-facing dashboard each month. Each unit within the
program also has an individual materials and services budget to provide
items necessary for operation, including both internally- and externally-
sourced resources. 

Staffing: More than 500 sworn and professional staff FTE are allocated to this
program, which constitutes just over 40% of the bureau’s total personnel.
The sworn positions authorized to this program constitute more than half of
the bureau’s sworn positions. These positions are responsible for
responding to calls for service and administratively supporting that function.
Although FTE allocation has not changed dramatically over the last five
years, physical staffing in this program continues to be affected by the
bureau’s attrition and ability to hire. In order to meet shift staffing
minimums, the bureau’s non-patrol units and divisions have been providing
staffing support on a rotating basis.  

Assets and
Liabilities:

The Emergency Response programs operate and maintainsa variety of
equipment and vehicles for patrol and tactical response, including manned
aircraft for Air Support Unit response. One of the bureau’s aircraft will be
due for replacement within the next five years (estimated $3.5 million
dollars), and at this time the bureau does not have a specific replacement
funding plan for this expense. 

2016-17 Actuals 2017-18 Actuals 2019 Revised
Budget

2019-20 Request -
V52 -No DP

Bureau Expense 

Capital Outlay 230,308 78,373 100,399 0

External Materials and Services 1,026,528 1,246,716 860,492 908,567

Internal Materials and Services 6,575,268 7,472,848 7,270,885 8,140,452

Personnel 68,178,693 73,522,314 68,946,180 73,024,187

Sum: 76,010,797 82,320,250 77,177,956 82,073,206

2016-17 Actuals 2017-18 Actuals 2019 Revised
Budget

2019-20 Request -
V52 -No DP

FTE 549 541 534 532

Sum: 549 541 534 532
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Program Information
Bureau: Portland Police Bureau Program Contact: ACs Ryan Lee & Jami Resc

Website:

Precincts https://
www.portlandoregon.gov/police/
43598 
Air Support Unit https://
www.portlandoregon.gov/police/
article/250326  
 Canine Unit https://
www.portlandoregon.gov/police/
article/420232 Contact Phone 503 823 0000
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Human Resources Development
Program Description & Goals

The Human Resources Development programs are responsible for hiring, training and equipping
bureau personnel, overseeing job performance evaluations, and managing the promotion process.
Program activities are focused on encouraging a diverse workforce committed to the community
policing mission and the goals of the bureau, support the City’s goal to ensure a safe and peaceful
community and the bureau’s goal of organizational excellence. Organizationally, these programs
consist of the Personnel Division, the Training Division, and the Quartermaster program.

The percentage of new sworn hires who are female has increased from 14% to 19% over the past
four years.

Measure Title PM 2016-17
Actuals

PM 2017-18
Actuals

PM 2018-19
YTD Actual

PM 2019-20
Target

Strategic
Target

Percentage of new sworn hires who are female 16% 19% 0 20% 25%

Percentage of new sworn hires comprised of people
from communities of color 24% 25% 0 25% 30%

Percent of newly hired officers that complete initial
probation 84% 87% 0 85% 85%

Percentage of sworn members who identify as a
female and/or a person of color 29% 29% 0 30% 35%

Explanation of Services

Portland Police Bureau
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Changes to Program

The principal complicating external factor is difficulty generating a large enough pool of highly
qualified candidates that wish to become police officers. This is an issue nationally, driven both by a
highly competitive labor market and evolving public perceptions of work in law enforcement today.
The Personnel Division continues to review the recruitment strategies to increase their
effectiveness.

The Training Division has added four sworn positions to allow it to develop Advanced Academy
courses that include the most current required information and skills. This will enable them to have
two teams, leap-frogging each other from curriculum development to instruction. This will help to
deliver fresh, current and relevant training for each in-service session.

Staffing and succession planning remain a critical focus as the bureau faces an increasing demand
for core services. There remains a large number of sworn staff that are at or near retirement
eligibility, with more than 75 currently eligible to retire this fiscal year.  The expectation is that more
than 100 will retire within the next 18 months. At the same time the bureau is now faced with
substantial difficulty attracting and hiring qualified candidates. The Personnel Division is tasked with
recruitment and hiring of a diverse set of candidates to fill sworn and professional positions in the
bureau.

Training is a cornerstone program for both newly-hired and for current members of the bureau.
State of Oregon Department of Public Safety Standards and Training (DPSST) is mandated by
statute to provide basic training for all law enforcement officers in Oregon. The Basic Academy
training is a 16-week program designed to develop basic skills in all the disciplines needed for
performing patrol work. Portland Police Officers attend a 12-week Advanced Academy subsequent
to their 16-week Basic Academy. The Advanced Academy builds on the foundational training recruit
officers receive at Basic and develops higher levels of skill and confidence in communication,
application of the law, decision-making, and tactics. Officers receive 18 months of extensive training
and mentoring in the Field Training and Evaluation Program (FTEP) before earning their final State
of Oregon Certificate.

The Portland Police Bureau operates an annual in-service for sworn personnel to refresh their skills
and train on the latest law enforcement tactics, techniques and strategies. Our goal is to continually
develop the best trained police officers to safely and effectively meet the needs of Portland citizens.
On average, Portland officers participate in 30 hours of in-service training per year, exceeding State
of Oregon requirements.

The Training Division includes the armorer and provides all firearms standards and training. The
Quartermaster program outfits each bureau member with uniforms and equipment.

Program Budget

Equity Impacts

The Human Resources programs are tasked with recruiting, hiring, and successfully training
employees from diverse racial and cultural backgrounds. Annual in-service training is provided to
promote service that is inclusive, culturally competent, and sensitive to explicit and implicit bias. The
in-service training’s equity curriculum’s goals are to: increase comfort in talking about race; increase
knowledge of institutional racism; identify institutional racism in policy, practice, and procedures;
increase understanding of implicit bias; and explore strategies to address institutional racism in the
workplace.
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Resources: These programs operate with General Fund discretionary resources.  The
Training Complex is made available to other law enforcement agencies,
and fee revenue recovers the program expense associated with that
service. 

Expenses: The predominant expense is payroll, at 60% of the total. The remainder
covers uniforms and equipment, fleet, communications, and facilities.

Staffing: Personnel Division staff are roughly split between administering a full set of
human resource management functions and the recruitment process. A
dedicated recruiter was added in the past three years. Training Division
staff develop and deliver Advanced Academy and in-service training,
manage the FTEP for officers in initial probation, and run the armory
program. Increased success in recruitment may stress the Training
Division’s resources. Satellite instructors will continue to be adjunct trainers
for specialty topics and tactics.

Assets and
Liabilities:

The Training Division occupies a facility that was opened in 2014. It was
renovated specifically to provide for classroom and tactical training for
Advanced Academy, in-service, and annual skills qualifications. Major
maintenance reserves are funded from annual operating expense, and
most vehicle and communications equipment fund lifecycle replacement
reserves in the same manner. Replacement of most other equipment is
funded as an annual operating expense.

Program Information
Bureau: Portland Police Bureau Program Contact: Assistant Chief Chris Davis

Website:

Training https://
www.portlandoregon.gov/police/
64480 
Recruiting https://
www.joinportlandpolice.com/ 

 https://www.portlandoregon.gov/
police/72106 Contact Phone 503 823 0000

2016-17 Actuals 2017-18 Actuals 2019 Revised
Budget

2019-20 Request -
V52 -No DP

Bureau Expense 

Capital Outlay 187,300 120,600 8,184 0

External Materials and Services 3,651,606 3,861,924 5,332,327 1,240,843

Internal Materials and Services 2,798,717 2,263,228 6,170,945 4,163,579

Personnel 11,102,965 13,110,358 16,040,426 19,448,535

Sum: 17,740,588 19,356,111 27,551,882 24,852,957

2016-17 Actuals 2017-18 Actuals 2019 Revised
Budget

2019-20 Request -
V52 -No DP

FTE 113.25 117 182 180

Sum: 113.25 117 182 180
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Investigations
Program Description & Goals

The Investigations programs share a mission to investigate major crimes and apprehend criminals.
Organizationally, these programs reside in the Detective Division, the Criminal Intelligence Unit, the
Property and Evidence Division, and the Forensic Evidence Division. These programs support the
City’s goal to ensure a safe and peaceful community and the bureau’s commitment to crime
prevention and reduction. The performance trend for case clearance rates has deteriorated for both
person and property offenses over the past three years. This is in the context of increasing
incidence of these offenses as well as the rate of both relative increasing population. 

Measure Title PM 2016-17
Actuals

PM 2017-18
Actuals

PM 2018-19
YTD Actual

PM 2019-20
Target

Strategic
Target

Percentage of Crimes Against Persons Offenses
Cleared 37% 36% 0 35% 40%

Percentage of Crime Against Property Offenses
Cleared 10% 10% 0 10% 12%

Explanation of Services

The Detective Division includes the person crimes, property crimes, sex crimes, and complaint
signer programs. The person crimes program investigates homicides, assaults, robbery, bias
crimes, and sex offender registration. The property crimes program investigates fraud, burglary, and
monitors pawn shops for stolen goods. The sex crimes unit focuses on crimes of sexual violence.

The Forensic Evidence Division collects and identifies crime scene evidence in coordination with
the investigative process. The Property and Evidence Division secures and maintains the integrity
of evidence and property for the Portland Police Bureau, community, and partnering agencies until
disposition under the laws and ordinances of the State of Oregon. 

The Criminal Intelligence Unit (CIU) provides investigative support involving cases of organized
crime, domestic and international terrorism, Homegrown Violent Extremists (HVE), threats to
commit acts of mass violence, and special investigative projects. CIU complies with all federal and
state laws regarding the collection, retention, and dissemination of intelligence information. 

The two key measures of effectiveness for Investigations, the clearance rates for crimes against
persons offenses and crimes against property offenses, have both deteriorated over the past three
years. Over the same timeframe the incidence of both categories of crime has increased, the
population has increased, and the rate per 1,000 population has also increased. 

Portland Police Bureau
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Changes to Program

While the population of Portland continues to increase, and the trend for both person and property
crime has increased both in quantity and relative to the increased population, the staffing level
available to run these programs has remained stagnant. This has led to an increase in the case
load carried by the investigators in these programs. Staffing levels are redistributed among the
programs to address relative changes in the demands placed on them by trends in the types of
crimes that need to be investigated.  

Program Budget

Resources: The Investigations programs are funded mostly with General Fund
discretionary resources. Grants and federal reimbursements for joint
investigative activities amount to less than 2% of the resources.

Expenses: Roughly 90% of the expense is related to staffing.  Another 6% is for
vehicle fleet operations, communications and facilities expenditures.
Service contracts and operating materials and supplies makes up 4% of the
expense.

Staffing: Sworn positions make up 71% of the staffing level, 15% of which are
supervisory positions. The number of positions has remained fairly stable
for the past five years. Staffing needs will continue to increase as the
incidence of crimes that require investigation continues to increase. 

Equity Impacts

Community members are involved through ongoing participation in diverse community groups and
programs. Equity is considered when operational decisions are made for staffing levels and case
assignment with an evaluation of impacts on underserved and vulnerable community groups. This
year a Bias Crimes detective and a Human Trafficking detective, and the Assault Unit began
establishing new relationships with service providers to the houseless population due to their high
level of victimization involving Measure 11 assaults. Data are analyzed to ensure resource
adjustments are evidence based and shifted to provide the highest possible level of service.

2016-17 Actuals 2017-18 Actuals 2019 Revised
Budget

2019-20 Request -
V52 -No DP

Bureau Expense 

Capital Outlay 54,878 91,419 0 0

External Materials and Services 963,942 1,017,541 1,211,713 1,522,337

Internal Materials and Services 1,790,348 1,765,242 1,543,915 1,734,494

Personnel 20,689,863 23,676,728 22,321,894 22,294,600

Sum: 23,499,032 26,550,930 25,077,522 25,551,431

2016-17 Actuals 2017-18 Actuals 2019 Revised
Budget

2019-20 Request -
V52 -No DP

FTE 177.83 177.33 179 169

Sum: 177.83 177.33 179 169
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Assets and
Liabilities:

The principal City assets employed by these programs are vehicles,
communications equipment, and facilities, all of which are managed by City
bureaus within the Office of Management and Finance.  Most vehicle and
communications equipment has lifecycle replacement funding provided by
the annual operating budget. 

Program Information
Bureau: Portland Police Bureau Program Contact: Assistant Chief Jami Resch

Website:

Detective Division https://
www.portlandoregon.gov/police/
41767 
Criminal Intelligence https://
www.portlandoregon.gov/police/
76178 
Property and Evidence Division
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/
police/41011 Contact Phone 503-823-0000
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Neighborhood Safety
Program Description & Goals

The Neighborhood Safety program supports neighborhood problem solving, a joint commitment of
residents and neighborhood Police Officers. This is a major principle of community policing and
provides a greater foundation of trust from which all bureau programs benefit. The units within this
program each foster strong relationships with community members, groups, and outside agencies. 

This program supports the City's goals to ensure a safe and peaceful community and to improve the
quality of life in neighborhoods. The program supports the bureau's goal of crime reduction and
prevention.

Measure Title PM 2016-17
Actuals

PM 2017-18
Actuals

PM 2018-19
YTD Actual

PM 2019-20
Target

Strategic
Target

Number of Service Coordination Team Graduates 32 25 0 30 30

Percentage of Individuals Connected to Services by
the Service Coordination Team Program 83% 84% 0 85% 85%

Number of Behavioral Health Response Team
Referrals For Service 1,012 999 0 1,250 1,300

Percentage of Behavioral Health Response Team
Referrals Assigned 44% 55% 0 55% 55%

Percentage of Behavioral Health Response Team
Outcomes Facilitated Through Behavioral Health
System Coordination (Coordinated Services, Systems
Coordination, Civil Commitment)

46% 42% 0 49% 50%

Explanation of Services

Portland Police Bureau
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This program consists of School Resource Officers, precinct Neighborhood Response Teams, the
Alarm Administration Unit, Public Safety Support Specialists, and the Behavioral Health Unit. 

School Resource Officers monitor school safety, reduce truancy, and focus on keeping youth out of
the criminal justice system. Officers assigned to schools also respond to calls requiring police
response, such as reports of abuse and threats of violence, and alleviate the number of calls that
would otherwise fall to precinct patrol. 

Neighborhood Response Team (NRT) officers work with neighborhood groups and business
associations on broader strategies to address chronic problems in their specific areas of the City.
Precincts can also assign NRT officers to work with residents on neighborhood problems in a
specific geographic area. 

The bureau's Alarm Administration Unit contributes to the Neighborhood Safety program by working
with business and residential alarm system owners to ensure proper system use and bureau
response. 

Public Safety Support Specialists are currently being recruited, as this is a new unit within the
bureau. Their presence is anticipated to have a positive impact on community relations and
positively affect response metrics on low-priority calls for service. 

The Behavioral Health Unit (BHU) pairs clinicians with responding officers to provide specific mental
health crisis response to calls for service. The program believes in the importance of collaboration
and coordination with stakeholders to provide appropriate, sustainable interventions for those in
behavioral health crisis and aims to not only best serve persons in mental health crisis, but also
reduce incarceration for these persons by providing them with more appropriate response and
resources. Community members are actively involved in the guidance of BHU and Service
Coordination Team (SCT) services, training, and the implementation of various service delivery
methods. The BHU Advisory Committee meets monthly and provides guidance and
recommendations as to the work done within BHU and the SCT program. The program is also one
of the compulsory elements required for the City to meet the terms of the U.S. DOJ Settlement
Agreement.

Equity Impacts

To the degree the units within this program reach vulnerable and historically underserved
populations within the city, along with the strong community partnerships cultivated and maintained
by these units, this program is a particular benefit to communities of color and persons with
disabilities. All persons requiring response or resources would have access to these services as
necessary. 

Not every citizen has an alarm system, and false alarms take officers away from other citizens in
need – including those who cannot afford a system. The Alarms Administration Unit engages alarm
owners and provides education on proper alarm use and testing to decrease the number of false
alarms so this impact is less. 
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Changes to Program

The FY 2018-19 budget included an opportunity for the BHU and SCT programs to expand into
areas previously identified as having a need for additional services.  With additional allotted funds,
BHU expanded the response team program by two full teams of officer/clinician partnerships.  The
responsibility of one of those two teams is intensive outreach to individuals who are experiencing
mental health symptoms as well as homelessness.

The Alarms Administration Unit has completed a replacement ordinance to change the current City
Code Chapter 14B.10 governing the administration of the unit, permit requirements for burglary and
duress alarm systems, and police bureau interaction with alarm customers. It is anticipated these
changes will reduce the impact private alarm systems have on bureau resources, chiefly in the
number of false alarms that currently demand police response. 

Program Budget

Resources: The primary funding source for this program is General Fund discretionary
resources. These resources are subject to the volatility of the City’s
General Fund. The Alarms Unit also brings in revenue through registration
fees and false alarm fines, which supports total program expense. 

Expenses: Personnel expenses constitute the majority of expenses for this program
and are both relatively fixed and predictable. Contract costs for Alarms Unit
software and BHU clinicians are also budgeted and predictable expenses.
Each unit within the program also has an individual materials and services
budget to provide items necessary for operation, including both internally-
and externally-sourced resources. 

Staffing: These units are typically staffed to their allocated FTE capacity, given the
specialized nature of their function. That said, physical staffing in this
program continues to be affected by the bureau’s attrition and ability to hire.
In order to hit shift staffing minimums in precincts, NRT officers are called
upon to provide operational support for patrol operations. This is expected
to continue through FY 2019-20.

Assets and
Liabilities:

This program has no assets or liabilities.

2016-17 Actuals 2017-18 Actuals 2019 Revised
Budget

2019-20 Request -
V52 -No DP

Bureau Expense 

External Materials and Services 1,855,668 2,324,685 4,346,195 4,349,554

Internal Materials and Services 348,438 375,040 381,269 428,915

Personnel 4,714,456 5,067,781 6,509,304 7,128,015

Sum: 6,918,562 7,767,507 11,236,768 11,906,484

2016-17 Actuals 2017-18 Actuals 2019 Revised
Budget

2019-20 Request -
V52 -No DP

FTE 43 45 45 60

Sum: 43 45 45 60
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Program Information
Bureau: Portland Police Bureau Program Contact: ACs Lee, Resch, and Davis

Website:

Behavioral Health Unit: https://
www.portlandoregon.gov/police/
62135 
Alarms: https://
www.portlandoregon.gov/police/
30568 
Neighborhood Response Teams:
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/
police/article/668128 Contact Phone 503 823 0000
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Citizen Partnership
Program Description & Goals

The Citizen Partnership program fosters a partnership between the police and the public, a major
principle of community policing. The program undertakes activities created specifically to bring
police and residents together to work cooperatively on issues of broad community interest.
Organizationally, this program consists of the Sunshine Division, Police Cadets, and the Crisis
Response Team. This program supports the City's goal to ensure a safe and peaceful community
and the bureau's goal of community engagement and inclusion. 
There are limited programmatic performance metrics associated with the Citizen Partnership
program. Current metrics associated with this program are workload measures within the Sunshine
Division. 

Measure Title PM 2016-17
Actuals

PM 2017-18
Actuals

PM 2018-19
YTD Actual

PM 2019-20
Target

Strategic
Target

Explanation of Services

Portland Police Bureau
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The Citizen Partnership Program exists to provide services to community partners in need of
resources where law enforcement is able to provide assistance. The Crisis Response Team (CRT)
is a group of screened and community volunteers from various ethnic, religious, professional and
personal backgrounds. Volunteers receive 40-hours of training through Crime Victims Assistance
Network that include Crisis and Trauma Intervention, Victim Advocacy, Domestic Violence
Victimization, Elder Abuse, Issues of Confidentiality, Gang Life, Understanding Policing and more.
This resource is often called out to provide on-site support to victims and survivors when there are
serious and/or fatal incidents. 

In addition to the immediate on-site support to victims/ families the CRT support continues by
accompanying an injured person to emergency facilities, home visits, coordinating additional
support services, death notifications, planning and attending funerals. The CRT works closely with
the District Attorney’s Victims’ Advocates to ensure smooth transition for the victim throughout the
criminal justice proceedings. The CRT can be utilized as intervention partners during high profile
verdicts, cultural holidays and other major events to dispel tension and rumors. 

Program results are currently tracked through workload data, such as the number of call-outs and
the hours of volunteer support utilized. Recently, the CRT and the Strategic Services Division
developed a methodology for collecting additional data to inform resource deployment and impact
analysis. 

The Sunshine Division provides one officer as a resource to coordinate with the non-profit Sunshine
Division. Services are centered on community outreach with vulnerable youth, such as the Shop
With a Cop event, and the officer facilitates the dispersal of community food boxes through the
bureau’s three precincts to community members in need. There has been consistent demand for
this service in the precincts. Members express gratitude frequently for this service as it has positive
impacts on their well-being.

Much of the Sunshine Division is a partnership with the non-profit organization which manages the
donation drives, a warehouse, and the annual reporting duties of the organization. Over the past
three years the number food donations distributed through precincts has consistently fluctuated
between 450-500 boxes, which equates to approximately 1.3 boxes per day every day of the year.

Equity Impacts

The CRT program manages a diverse volunteer base to provide resources in sensitive situations
who will be able to work in a culturally competent manner with the impacted families and youth. The
officer assigned to this program coordinates four active teams of volunteers: African-American,
Asian/Pacific Islander, Hispanic, Russian and Sexual Minorities. There are additional community
contacts within several other communities not included in the four teams. This program provides a
service, often to disadvantaged demographics in the local population that other agencies do not
have capacity or programs in place to make contact during the incident. This allows persons who
might otherwise not have access to support to have resources available. 
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Changes to Program

There are no significant changes to the Citizen Partnership program in the FY 2019-20 Requested
Budget. There is significant demand for services for both CRT and assistance through the Sunshine
Division. By dedicating officer resources to these programs, the bureau is also able to stay
connected with vulnerable citizens within the community. Organizationally, there are no proposed
internal reallocations of resources in FY 2019-20. There is a sizeable volunteer base supporting this
program which assists with the workload when internal resources are not available. 

In FY 2018-19 the Reserve and Cadet program was scaled back to focus primarily on the Cadet
Program. Reserve Officers are currently not utilized by the Portland Police Bureau.

Program Budget

Resources: The primary funding source for this program is General Fund discretionary
and a minimal amount of donations, both financial and in-kind. The
resources are subject to the volatility of the City’s General Fund. 

Expenses: Staffing resources for these programs constitute the majority of the
program expenses. There are no significant contracts for services provided
by the Sunshine Division or the Crisis Response Team. The CRT unit also
has a significant number of trained volunteer resources to assist with call-
outs. 

Staffing: There are 2.0 FTE associated with the Citizen Partnership program. Both
are sworn officer positions. There is 1.0 FTE designated as a liaison for the
Sunshine Division and 1.0 FTE servicing the Crisis Response Team in the
Youth Services Division. The most significant challenge to staffing these
programs with sworn resources is the limited number of filled officer
positions is primarily dedicated to operations and investigations services,
leaving fewer resources to go into other programs. The Cadet program
does not have dedicated FTE, and is run through use of internal
assignments in the Youth Services Division.

2016-17 Actuals 2017-18 Actuals 2019 Revised
Budget

2019-20 Request -
V52 -No DP

Bureau Expense 

External Materials and Services 13,346 113,494 105,586 103,068

Internal Materials and Services 52,167 54,246 59,682 48,794

Personnel 229,983 343,715 444,738 315,922

Sum: 295,496 511,454 610,006 467,784

2016-17 Actuals 2017-18 Actuals 2019 Revised
Budget

2019-20 Request -
V52 -No DP

FTE 2 2 1 2

Sum: 2 2 1 2
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Assets and
Liabilities:

The majority of the assets associated with this program are managed by
the local non-profit portion of the Sunshine Division. City-owned assets in
the Sunshine Division consist of vehicles used to transport goods between
the main warehouse and precincts. These are on a scheduled lifecycle
replacement program. 

Program Information
Bureau: Portland Police Bureau Program Contact: Assistant Chief Ryan Lee

Website:

Cadet Program: https://
www.portlandoregon.gov/police/
article/420436 Sunshine Division:
https://sunshinedivision.org/ 

Contact Phone 503 823 0000
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Strategy & Finance
Program Description & Goals

The Strategy and Finance program oversees internal systems for managing funds and people, and
ensures the Police Bureau's budget, strategic plans, policies, and procedures reflect community
priorities. Organizationally this program includes the Chief's Office, the Strategic Services Division,
and the Fiscal Services Division. This program supports the City goals of ensuring a safe and
peaceful community and delivering efficient, effective, and accountable municipal services.  It
supports the Bureau’s goals of crime reduction and prevention, community engagement and
inclusion, and organizational excellence.  

The bureau has received its report from the US Department of Justice (DOJ) regarding the
Settlement Agreement between the DOJ and the City updating the current status of the percent of
Police Bureau tasks complete. The report indicates that the bureau is compliant or near compliance
in 100% of the mandatory tasks. 

Measure Title PM 2016-17
Actuals

PM 2017-18
Actuals

PM 2018-19
YTD Actual

PM 2019-20
Target

Strategic
Target

Percentage of the DOJ Agreement Tasks assigned to
PPB that are actively in progress or completed 96% 97% 0 97% 100%

Explanation of Services

The Chief’s Office provides overall strategic direction and leadership to the Police Bureau.
Organizationally, this unit includes the Chief, Deputy Chief, and the Assistant Chiefs responsible for
the three organizational branches of the bureau: Operations, Investigations, and Services
Branches. Key projects in the current fiscal year include setting bureau direction for crime reduction
strategies and the creation of a five-year strategic plan, which is set to begin in FY 2019-20.
Outcomes and performance measures for this unit are expected to be developed with this new
strategic plan. Currently, the bureau reports the progress on achieving compliance with the terms of
the settlement agreement between the City and the US Department of Justice. 

The Strategic Services Division (SSD) is responsible for the analytical research partnerships with
patrol operations to provide analysis of reported crimes. This team conducts evaluations of patrol
tactics on crime reduction, models response options for precinct commanders to deploy resources
based on trend analysis, and manages the bureau’s open data portal where reported crime trends,
response times, and stops data are made available to the public. Recently, the bureau completed a
pilot project for a server-based information sharing program expected to gain further efficiencies in
using data for patrol tactics. 

The Fiscal Services Division provides internal business service support for the bureau. This
includes development and management of the bureau budget and resources, internal support for
the bureau’s fleet of 700 vehicles and related equipment, facility program management, the Alarms
Administration Unit for permitting of burglary and robbery alarms, inventory and equipment
management, grant management, and transactional accounting for payroll, accounts payable and
receivables. Initiatives underway in Fiscal Services include modernization of current data and
account management practices in the Alarms Administration Unit, digitizing payroll documents, and
the implementation of an inventory management system to better quantify and plan for current and
future equipment purchases.

Portland Police Bureau
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Changes to Program

The FY 2019-20 Requested Budget includes changes to the allocation of bureau External Materials
and Services, resulting in a decrease in resources within the Chief’s Office. The majority of this
expense is associated with contracts for outside service providers and the expense is allocated to
the program in charge of the service delivery. 

The bureau has formed a work group to identify and evaluate options for operational efficiencies to
adhere to the constraint of 1% of current service level allocations. This group has identified internal
reallocations of resources through efficiencies resulting in soft dollar savings in the Alarms
Administration Unit and within the Personnel Division. These internal resources are being redirected
internally to focus on other shortfalls in service delivery, and the bureau will continue to monitor
progress to ensure the savings are quantified and documented. The bureau will need to become
more self-reliant through process improvements to continue to meet core service delivery due to
projected future constraints on discretionary resources.

Program Budget

Equity Impacts

The Chief’s Office is accountable and responsible for the bureau’s implementation of the Racial
Equity Plan (REP), which is in the second year of its five year goal for full implementation, as well
as the Bureau’s Affirmative Action Plan. The bureau’s Equity and Diversity Office (EDO) located
within SSD is actively tracking bureau progress on the action items and has identified delays or
resource shortfalls. The EDO also provides a valued service by ensuring operations, policies, and
training use an equity lens in the development and that data collection occurs to ensure practices
do not disproportionally impact the public.

Through use of an open data platform, SSD is able to provide data to the public via online
dashboards. This model allows for transparent sharing of data, however access to the data may be
challenging for members of the community requiring either ADA accommodations or have limited
internet access. The information is available upon request, and this does represent a challenge in
sharing information or reporting crime trends and analysis to the public. 

2016-17 Actuals 2017-18 Actuals 2019 Revised
Budget

2019-20 Request -
V52 -No DP

Bureau Expense 

External Materials and Services 4,289,505 3,932,304 8,607,078 1,736,505

Internal Materials and Services 8,614,023 9,514,967 8,388,333 10,103,225

Personnel 9,373,173 9,470,195 12,269,806 19,979,782

Sum: 22,276,701 22,917,466 29,265,217 31,819,512

2016-17 Actuals 2017-18 Actuals 2019 Revised
Budget

2019-20 Request -
V52 -No DP

FTE 58.67 59 65 57

Sum: 58.67 59 65 57
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Resources: The primary funding source for this program is General Fund discretionary
resources. The resources are subject to the volatility of the City’s General
Fund. Additional resources received through Federal and State grants have
supported specific initiatives within this program, in particular in the
Strategic Services and Fiscal Services Divisions. 

Expenses: Staffing resources for these programs constitute the majority of the
program expenses. Within the Chief’s Office there are resources for
department overhead and other planned project expenses. This is to allow
for the other program budgets to represent the costs associated with daily
operations of the division. Significant changes to bureau expenses in this
category include the planned expenses for facility projects and equipment
replacement for items not currently on life-cycle replacement programs.
The bureau is actively pursuing an inventory system to manage these
assets and plan for out-year replacement through the use of a reserve
fund.

Staffing: The FY 2019-20 Requested Budget does not include significant internal
realignments of resources within the Strategy and Finance program. The
FY 2018-19 Adopted Budget included the addition of 1.0 FTE Data Analyst
in the Equity and Diversity Office within SSD. It is anticipated that this
position will be filled in early spring 2019. 

Assets and
Liabilities:

There are no assets or liabilities associated with this program.

Program Information
Bureau: Portland Police Bureau Program Contact: Catherine Reiland

Website:

Fiscal Services Division https://
www.portlandoregon.gov/police/
63881  
Police Bureau Open Data https://
www.portlandoregon.gov/police/
71673  

Contact Phone 503 823 0000
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Traffic Safety
Program Description & Goals

The Traffic Safety programs address neighborhood and business district concerns about traffic and
transit system safety for motor vehicles, bicycles, and pedestrians. The programs reside in the
Transit Police and the Traffic Divisions. They support the City’s goals to ensure a safe and peaceful
community and the bureau’s commitment to crime reduction and prevention. 

The number of Major Crash Team call-outs in FY 2017-18 was 63, compared to 74 in FY 2016-17
and 52 in FY 2015-16.  Traffic fatalities continue a trend of annual increases, from 40 to 42 to 52
over the past three fiscal years.    

Measure Title PM 2016-17
Actuals

PM 2017-18
Actuals

PM 2018-19
YTD Actual

PM 2019-20
Target

Strategic
Target

Number of traffic collision fatalities annually 42 52 0 40 35

Percent of traffic enforcement encounters resulting in
a written warning 89% 13% 0 87% 85%

Percent of traffic enforcement encounters resulting in
an issued citation 11% 87% 0 13% 15%

Number of DUII arrests per on-shift traffic officer 160 113 0 113 125

Number of Major Crash Team Call Outs 50 74 0 75 52

Explanation of Services

Portland Police Bureau
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Changes to Program

The Traffic Division has been reduced through operational and Council decisions starting in FY
2013-14 with the elimination of the night shift support, and further reduced with the required
operational support for patrol operations due to the current staffing shortage. As the bureau is able
to hire and train additional officers to assign to patrol, it expects that the performance indicators for
the Traffic Division will improve as the unit is repopulated. The bureau does not expect to have
enough officers to do so in FY 2019-20. Portland’s contribution to the staffing of the Transit Police is
likewise constrained by the availability of officers to fulfill the requirements of precinct patrol. 

The Traffic Division is charged with the duties of traffic enforcement, including photo enforcement of
speed and red light signals, serious injury collision investigation, fatal collision investigations, DUII
enforcement, traffic complaints, and major traffic crime investigations. The Traffic Division also
provides traffic control services for numerous community events including parades, demonstrations,
dignitary motorcades, and sponsored runs and walks. The Traffic Division is committed to providing
enforcement and raising awareness regarding traffic safety for vehicles, bicyclists and pedestrians.
The Portland Police Bureau is an active partner in the City’s Vision Zero plan, which is focused on
reducing and eliminating traffic fatalities in the next ten years.  In calendar 2018 it conducted 50
Vision Zero missions in which 174 classes were offered, 1,122 citations were issued, and 392
written warnings given. In the past two years the Traffic Division has also provided driver education
classes for English language learners, which has served community members including immigrant
and refugee populations in Portland and the surrounding area.

The officers of the Transit Police Division ride and patrol the TriMet system daily, assisting TriMet
customers and enforcing TriMet Code and state laws. The bureau manages Transit Police for
TriMet, which includes officers from 11 other local police agencies operating out of four TriMet
Transit Police precincts. This task-force police model develops strong partnerships and allows for
the closest available unit—whether with Transit Police or the local law enforcement agency—to
respond to incidents on TriMet. All calls are coordinated through the regional 9-1-1 system for the
quickest response. Transit Police also employs a crime analyst so it can quickly identify trends and
shift strategies, putting Transit Police officers on the system in locations and at days/times where
incidents are most reported. Along with Transit Police officers, TriMet supervisors and contracted
Transit Security personnel keep watch throughout the TriMet system, riding the buses and trains
and patrolling rail stations and transit centers. They provide a visible presence that discourages
disruptive and inappropriate behavior while assisting riders who may need help navigating the
system. This helps deter further crimes and increases safety for riders and employees. 

Program Budget

Equity Impacts

Transit coordinates with the Citizens for Accessible Transportation (CAT) executive team,
especially with respect to enforcement related to members of the public with mobility issues, and it
trains with the CAT team to understand the perspectives of riders reliant on mobility devices.  Crime
analysis of data guides targeting of hotspot locations for saturation missions and studies whether
they disproportionally impact particular geographies or populations. Deployment strategies are
reviewed for equity, randomizing daily missions to avoid disparate impacts. 

Traffic safety affects everyone in the City of Portland. Operational decisions by the Traffic Division
take into account numerous communities disproportionately impacted by traffic violence within the
city and are based on several considerations. Traffic receives ongoing community input and it
participates in the Vision Zero Task Force, which brings together 25 community groups and
organizations to collaborate on traffic safety and ensure that traffic safety resources are equitably
applied. 
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Resources: The resources that support the Traffic Division come from a combination of
General Fund discretionary funds, local recreational cannabis taxes, traffic
enforcement grants, and fees and fines associated with photo enforcement
citations.  The Transit Police Division is funded by TriMet under the terms
of the City’s agreement with the transit agency.

Expenses: The primary expense of the traffic safety programs is for the personnel that
staff them, which was 70% of total program expense in FY 2017-18.  The
remainder is for operating cost of vehicles, communications equipment,
and for contract costs associated with the photo enforcement programs.  All
of this expense is variable, to the extent that it can be deployed to other
bureau programs.

Staffing: The staffing is close to 90% sworn, with 20% being supervisory.  The trend
has been a reduction in staffing over the past five years. 

Assets and
Liabilities:

There are no fixed assets associated with Transit. Traffic Division is housed
in a City-owned facility. The principal City-owned equipment includes fleet
vehicles and communications gear.  Fleet and much of the communications
gear has lifecycle replacement funding in place. Traffic Division replaces
the remaining equipment from the operating budget.  TriMet funds 100% of
Transit lifecycle and operating budget equipment replacement expense.

Program Information
Bureau: Portland Police Bureau Program Contact: ACs Jami Resch, Ryan Lee

Website:

Traffic Division  https://
www.portlandoregon.gov/police/
30559 ; TriMet: https://trimet.org/
pdfs/publications/security.pdf  Contact Phone 503 823 0000

2016-17 Actuals 2017-18 Actuals 2019 Revised
Budget

2019-20 Request -
V52 -No DP

Bureau Expense 

Capital Outlay 95,580 34,600 0 0

External Materials and Services 1,448,673 1,401,047 1,819,763 1,490,300

Internal Materials and Services 2,399,504 2,799,784 2,475,545 3,127,348

Personnel 9,512,574 9,883,995 9,363,245 9,059,800

Sum: 13,456,332 14,119,425 13,658,553 13,677,448

2016-17 Actuals 2017-18 Actuals 2019 Revised
Budget

2019-20 Request -
V52 -No DP

FTE 70.83 69 74 66

Sum: 70.83 69 74 66
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Fund Summary Police Special R evenue Fund
Police Special Revenue Fund

Fund Overview
The Police Special Revenue Fund was established by City Council in May 2009. The 
purpose of the fund is to account for restricted or committed law enforcement revenues.

Revenues are received from other governments, donations, and interest on investments. 
Intergovernmental revenues are part of revenue sharing agreements between the City of 
Portland and other agencies. Resources received from the Federal government are part of a 
cost-sharing formula governed by the U.S. Department of Justice. These revenues have 
strict spending guidelines and are subject to federal audit standards. State and local revenue 
cost sharing agreements have similar reporting and spending requirements.

Donations to the Portland Police Bureau are booked as revenue in the Police Special 
Revenue Fund, received for restricted spending on bureau programs from time-to-time. 
Expenditures are restricted to the respective programs. If the donation does not have a 
specific program or project identified, then the donation is put to general law enforcement 
expenditures.

The Regional Justice Information Network (RegJIN) is a law enforcement records 
management system operated by the City for the use of roughly 40 participating agencies 
across the five-county Portland metro area. Participating partner agencies pay fees for 
proportionate shares of RegJIN system expense, and those revenues and expenditures are 
accounted for within the Police Special Revenue fund.

Managing Agency Portland Police Bureau

  
 Actual

FY 2016-17 
 Actual

FY 2017-18 
 Revised

FY 2018-19 

 Requested 
No DP

FY 2019-20 
 Requested
FY 2019-20 

 Proposed
FY 2019-20 

Resources
Intergovernmental 2,604,335 1,734,681 995,000 450,575 450,575
Miscellaneous 165,226 206,041 159,703 62,807 62,807

Total External Revenues 2,769,561 1,940,722 1,154,703 513,382 513,382
Total Internal Revenues 0 0 0 0 0

Beginning Fund Balance 3,850,584 4,869,458 4,949,109 4,338,964 4,338,964
Total Resources 6,620,145 6,810,180 6,103,812 4,852,346 4,852,346
Requirements

Personnel Services 232,152 184,056 190,617 199,038 199,038
External Materials and Services 987,601 1,206,948 5,614,609 4,653,308 4,653,308
Internal Materials and Services 530,935 330,293 0 0 0
Capital Outlay 0 264,447 51,566 0 0

Total Bureau Expenditures 1,750,687 1,985,744 5,856,792 4,852,346 4,852,346
Fund Transfers - Expense 0 0 247,020 0 0

Total Fund Expenditures 0 0 247,020 0 0
Ending Fund Balance 4,869,458 4,824,436 0 0 0

Total Requirements 6,620,145 6,810,180 6,103,812 4,852,346 4,852,346
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Police Special R evenue Fund Fund Summary
 

Significant Changes from Prior Year
The FY 2019-20 Police Special Revenue Fund budget reflects a decrease in 
intergovernmental revenue compared to the current appropriation in FY 2018-19. This 
decrease in intergovernmental revenue is primarily due to declining participation in the 
RegJIN records management system and associated payments from other local jurisdictions. 
This revenue shortfall will require an offset of General Fund resources to cover the 
bureau’s cost obligations for the RegJIN system.
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City of Portland

Portland Police Bureau Run Date: 2/4/19

Performance Measures Run Time: 2:27:51 PM

Performance Measure KPM Measure Type
Name

FY 2016-17
Actuals

FY 2017-18
Actuals

FY 2018-19
YTD Actuals

FY 2019-20
Target

Strategic
Target

PL_0008 Number of incidents dispatched NO WORKLOAD 248,225 262,131 0 269,000 282,450

PL_0009 Number of officer-initiated calls for
service NO WORKLOAD 83,861 94,790 0 100,000 104,269

PL_0012 Number of telephone reports NO WORKLOAD 11,544 12,183 0 10,000 12,302

PL_0021 Average travel time to high priority
dispatched calls in minutes YES EFFECTIVE 6.55 6.59 0 6.69 5.50

PL_0031 Number of traffic collision fatalities
annually NO EFFECTIVE 42 52 0 40 35

PL_0033 Percentage of gang violence cases
cleared NA EFFECTIVE 24% 20% 0 25% 27%

PL_0034 Number of Citizen Online Reports NO        WORKLOAD 20,271 21,516 0 26,000 22,592

PL_0037
Percentage of calls for service without
an Force Data Collection Report
(FDCR) level force event

NO EFFECTIVE 99.84% 99.72% 0 99.74% 99.80%

PL_0038
Percentage of total PPB custodies in
which there was no FDCR-level force
event

NO OUTCOME 97.68% 95.77% 0 96.16% 97.00%

PL_0041
Percentage of the DOJ Agreement
Tasks assigned to PPB that are
actively in progress or completed

NO OUTCOME 96% 97% 0 97% 100%

PL_0050 Percentage of new sworn hires who
are female NO OUTCOME 16% 19% 0 20% 25%

PL_0051
Percentage of new sworn hires
comprised of people from communities
of color

NO OUTCOME 24% 25% 0 25% 30%

PL_0052 Number of Crime Against Society
offenses (NIBRS data) NO WORKLOAD 2,400 2,644 0 2,500 2,200

PL_0053 Number of Crime Against Persons
offenses (NIBRS data) NO WORKLOAD 8,344 9,213 0 10,000 9,029

PL_0054 Number of Crime Against Property
offenses (NIBRS data) NO WORKLOAD 49,611 50,140 0 50,000 49,137

PL_0055 Number of Crime Against Society
offenses per 1,000 residents NO EFFECTIVE 3.80 4.10 0 4.00 4.00

PL_0056 Number of Crime Against Persons
offenses per 1,000 residents YES EFFECTIVE 13.30 14.40 0 15.20 12.40

PL_0057  Number of Crime Against Property
offenses per 1,000 residents YES EFFECTIVE 79.07 78.50 0 75.90 75.00

PL_0058 Number of Directed Patrol Calls for
Service NO EFFECTIVE 2,303 2,168 0 500 1,500

PL_0059 Number of Service Coordination Team
Graduates NO WORKLOAD 32 25 0 30 30
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City of Portland

Portland Police Bureau Run Date: 2/4/19

Performance Measures Run Time: 2:27:51 PM

PL_0060
Percentage of Individuals Connected
to Services by the Service
Coordination Team Program

NO EFFECTIVE 83% 84% 0 85% 85%

PL_0061 Number of Behavioral Health
Response Team Referrals For Service NO WORKLOAD 1,012 999 0 1,250 1,300

PL_0062 Percentage of Behavioral Health
Response Team Referrals Assigned NO EFFECTIVE 44% 55% 0 55% 55%

PL_0063
Percentage of Behavioral Health
Response Team Outcomes Facilitated
Through Behavioral Health System

NO EFFECTIVE 46% 42% 0 49% 50%

PL_0064 Total Reported Offenses NO WORKLOAD 60,355 61,997 0 62,500 66,957

PL_0065 Total Reported Incidents NO WORKLOAD 55,407 56,937 0 59,000 60,353

PL_0066 Percentage of Crimes Against Persons
Offenses Cleared NO EFFECTIVE 37% 36% 0 35% 40%

PL_0067 Percentage of Crime Against Property
Offenses Cleared NO EFFECTIVE 10% 10% 0 10% 12%

PL_0068 Recovery Rate for Motor Vehicle Theft NO OUTCOME 81% 82% 0 80% 85%

PL_0070
Percent of traffic enforcement
encounters resulting in a written
warning

NO OUTPUT 89% 13% 0 87% 85%

PL_0071
Percent of traffic enforcement
encounters resulting in an issued
citation

NO OUTPUT 11% 87% 0 13% 15%

PL_0073 Number of DUII arrests per on-shift
traffic officer NO OUTCOME 160 113 0 113 125

PL_0074 Number of Major Crash Team Call
Outs NO WORKLOAD 50 74 0 75 52

PL_0076 Percent of newly hired officers that
complete initial probation NO EFFICIENCY 84% 87% 0 85% 85%

PL_0077
Percentage of sworn members who
identify as a female and/or a person of
color

YES KPM 29% 29% 0 30% 35%

PL_0079
Percentage of investigated complaints
that are sustained (excluding use of
force complaints)

YES OUTCOME 50% 37% 0 45% 60%

PL_0080 Number of community complaints of
officer misconduct YES OUTCOME 396 396 0 409 400

PL_0081 Number of community commendations
of officer conduct YES OUTCOME 110 110 0 95 120

PL_0082 Number of individual doses removed
from circulation NO OUTPUT 26,766,887 26,766,887 0 30,167,495 31,675,870

PL_0083
Number of children served with
Sunshine Divisions Shop with a Cop
program

NO OUTPUT 490 457 0 470 500

PL_0084
Sunshine Division- number of 24/7
Emergency Food Boxes & Holiday
Boxes distributed at three precincts

NO OUTPUT 530 508 0 515 525
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City of Portland

Portland Police Bureau Run Date: 2/4/19

Performance Measures Run Time: 2:27:51 PM

PL_0085 Number of public records requests NO WORKLOAD 21,655 25,297 0 22,271 23,385

PL_0086 Percent of time public records
requests are complete within 21 days NO OUTCOME 14% 11% 0 16% 95%

PL_0087
Average call queue time until a
responding officer is available (high
priority calls)

YES EFFICIENCY 2.03 2.02 0 2.00 1.50

PL_0092 Number of dispatched calls per 1,000
residents NO WORKLOAD 396 410 0 408 412

PL_0100 Average daily reported motor vehicle
theft NO WORKLOAD 18 20 0 20 18
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Directives to Develop 
 
Issue Title: Police Records Management System   
 
Council Member(s) Issuing Direction: Mayor Ted Wheeler 
 
Bureaus Directed: Portland Police Bureau  
 
Issue Overview and Desired Goal/Outcome(s): 
 
The Police Bureau owns and operates a records management system (RMS) for police incident reports 
and related law enforcement information.  This system is critical to the operation of the bureau, 
processing police reports, and related mandatory functions.  The Regional Justice Information Network 
(RegJIN) established a body of more than 40 partner agencies in the five-county metropolitan region 
that are signatories to an intergovernmental agreement that governs shared use and cost recovery 
associated with participation and use of the RegJIN system.  In addition to replacement of the obsolete 
PPDS RMS, one of the objectives of RegJIN was the advantageous sharing of law enforcement 
information useful to agencies across the region.  There are two critical issues that must now be 
addressed. 
 
The number of participants has dropped precipitously due to three waves of exits from RegJIN.  This has 
placed a disproportionate share of the fixed cost of operating the system onto the Police Bureau and the 
City.  The bureau’s share of the total annual cost of RegJIN has increased from 32% to 83% in three 
years.  The FY 2019-20 cost will be more than $1.4 million higher than it would have been prior to the 
exit of those agencies.  This has the practical effect of reducing funding available for operation of the 
bureau’s other programs. 
 
The vendor contract for the current RMS expires in July 2021. The bureau has contracted with a 
consultant that will assist in development of a procurement solicitation for a replacement system that 
can be implemented and made operational prior to the end of the current contract.  Among the critical 
considerations will be a business model that does not place the City in the position of relying on other 
agencies’ participation to determine the cost of the new RMS to the City. 
 
The Police Bureau is directed to develop a decision package that will provide one-time resources to 
bridge the revenue shortfall that is due to the reduction in the number of RegJIN participants and to 
provide one-time resources to implement a replacement RMS.  The replacement system shall have 
governance and responsibility for cost and commercial contracts that ensures a structure that will not 
hold the City responsible for expense or liability due to any other agencies that may choose to 
participate in the successor system. 
 
Funding Options:  General Fund one-time resources and any available grant funding are the 
recommended options for this package.  
  



Issue Title: Portland Police Bureau Records Division Improvements 

Council Member(s) Issuing Direction: Mayor Ted Wheeler 

Bureaus Directed: Portland Police Bureau  

Issue Overview and Desired Goal/Outcome(s):  

The Records Division of the Portland Police Bureau provides front-line services to community members 
seeking information, as well as internal services to the bureau entering information into the Records 
Management System. Mandated functions include processing public records requests, processing all 
teletype functions related to stolen or lost property, missing persons, runaways, and other 
administrative messages, and processing all functions related to vehicles. An essential function to 
support mandated functions is processing police records. Each of these services is provided on a 24/7 
schedule.  
 
Oregon Revised Statute Chapter 192 provides that “every person has a right to inspect any public record 
of a public body in this state.” The definition of “public body” includes state and local organizations, 
including county and city governing bodies, as well as City bureaus. Although the law provides specific 
exemptions to disclosure, most records in the possession of a public body are available to the public for 
inspections. There has been a steady increase in public records requests received by the Police Bureau, 
with a marked increase in requests following the implementation of GovQA, the City’s online public 
record request system, in FY 2015-16: 
 

Fiscal Year Requests 
FY 2014-15 16,265 
FY 2015-16 19,059 
FY 2016-17 20,660 
FY 2017-18 22,271 
FY 2018-19 (projected) 22,500 (projected) 

 
There is currently a backlog of 7,300 requests. It is the intention of the City of Portland to provide timely 
and consistent responses to requests for public records. Additionally, the City is committed to providing 
this service at no cost to victims of crime.   
 
The Police bureau is directed to develop a decision package proposal to address the timeliness with 
which public record requests are completed. This package is intended to encourage finding efficiencies 
in current processes, address insufficiencies in staffing levels, and ultimately reduce delays in the 
process by which members of the public receive requested information. The package components 
should clearly demonstrate how they will meet these objectives.  
 
Funding Options:  General Fund ongoing resources and one-time resources, as necessary, to address 
pertinent issues and achieve goals. The Police Bureau must specify in their package the funding options 
being requested.  
 
 

  



Issue Title: Portland Police Bureau Accountability Enhancements 

Council Member(s) Issuing Direction: Mayor Ted Wheeler 

Bureaus Directed: Portland Police Bureau  

Issue Overview and Desired Goal/Outcome(s):  

The Police Bureau is directed to develop a decision package proposal to provide service level 
enhancements supporting police accountability and training efficacy. This package should support the 
City’s goal to achieve substantial compliance with the terms of the settlement agreement between the 
United States Department of Justice and the City. This request will also support the bureaus policy 
development and directives evaluation processes on an ongoing basis. Primary goals and outcomes for 
this request to address are: 
 

- Policies and directives will have ongoing reviews and revisions to ensure bureau policies are up 
to date 

- Legal review from the City Attorney’s Office will support the timelines and workload demands 
for policy and procedures 

- Program evaluation for efficacy of training and policies  
 
Funding Options:  General Fund ongoing resources and one-time resources, as necessary, to address 
pertinent issues and achieve goals. The Police Bureau must specify in their package the funding options 
being requested.  
 

Issue Title: Portland Police Bureau Communications & Citizen Partnership Unit 

Council Member(s) Issuing Direction: Mayor Ted Wheeler 

Bureaus Directed: Portland Police Bureau  

Issue Overview and Desired Goal/Outcome(s):  

The Police bureau is directed to develop a decision package proposal to create a Communications and 
Citizen Partnership Unit primarily through the use of existing resources. Where existing resources are 
not present, the bureau is directed to request new resources through a decision package. Primary goals 
and outcomes for this request to address are: 
 

- Reduction in sworn member overtime associated with Public Information Officer (PIO) 
responsibilities 

- Development of a strategic plan for communications for internal and external stakeholders to 
ensure all members of the community have access to bureau information, including policy and 
practice of policing in Portland 

- Proactively pair community events with the PPB to further community engagement in Portland 
 
Funding Options:  General Fund ongoing resources and one-time resources in combination with internal 
realignments of resources to address pertinent issues and achieve goals. The Police Bureau must specify 
in their package the funding options being requested and how internal resources are currently used to 
support this request.  
 



 

Issue Title: Portland Police Bureau Add Strength Programs 

Council Member(s) Issuing Direction: Mayor Ted Wheeler 

Bureaus Directed: Portland Police Bureau  

Issue Overview and Desired Goal/Outcome(s):  

 
The Police Bureau is directed to develop a decision package proposal to support the three Strength 
Programs: WomenStrength, GirlStrength, and BoyStrength. These programs are currently not funded in 
the bureau’s base budget.  
 
 
Funding Options:  General Fund ongoing resources and one-time resources, as necessary, to address 
pertinent issues and achieve goals. The Police Bureau must specify in their package the funding options 
being requested.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



City of Portland

Decision Package Detail Run Date: 2/4/19

Page 1 of 22 Details Run Time: 10:00:25 AM

Budget Detail 

Fund Account
2019-20  Request

- V52 with DP

2019-20 CBO
Recommended-

V53
2019-20

Proposed-V53
2019-20

Approved - V54
2019-20 Adopted

- V55

Expense

100000 511100 - Regular (perm full t 153,254 0 0 0 0

100000 514100 - Benefits 34,129 0 0 0 0

100000 514540 - OPSRP (all - swor 23,800 0 0 0 0

100000 514550 - OPSRP pickup (all 9,195 0 0 0 0

DP: 7673 - Records Division Improvements DP Type Priority New
ADD 0 No

Service Impacts

The service impact of having an additional ongoing position completing public records requests will have a definite positive impact on the
bureau’s ability to respond to public records requests in a timely manner. Previously, the bureau has relied on having Police Records
Specialists work out of class to fulfill requests, or have current staff complete additional work on overtime. This is not sustainable, and
calculations based on available staff hours and workload definitively support more positions than are currently authorized. Without an
additional position, the bureau would expect the request backlog to grow.   

Adding an ongoing position for the night supervisor will allow for a trickle-down effect of positive impacts. While it is an option to have a
training coordinator act in this capacity, it is to the detriment of their intended position’s role and a disservice to the bureau’s newly-hired
records specialists.   

Equity Impacts

Being able to provide police reports at no cost to victims is a real benefit to persons who have already been negatively impacted by crime. By
eliminating the financial component of requesting a report, the bureau is removing barriers that would prevent persons with fewer economic
means from being able to access this information.  

Package Description

The Police Bureau has been directed to develop a decision package which will improve services provided by the Records Division;
specifically, the ability to provide timely responses to public records requests.   

The Records Division received over 22,000 Police General Records Requests in FY 2017-18. In addition to new requests, there is an
existing backlog of over 7,500 requests. It is anticipated that the number of requests received will continue to increase before new staff are
trained and fully capable of responding to requests. Based on the average time it takes to process and complete a records request, there is
enough existing work to support 7.9 FTE. The bureau currently has only 6.0 FTE Coordinator I – NE authorized positions specifically for this
work, as well as one supervisor who is able to complete more complex requests as necessary.   

Oregon Senate Bill 481, introduced in FY 2016-17 and subsequently adopted into State law, sets a 15 day time limit for agencies to release
records, with few exceptions. Though the City falls within agency specifications to operate on a longer timeline, the bureau has an internal
performance metric of responding to requests within 21 days. Without authorization for additional authorized FTE, the backlog of requests
will continue to grow, performance will drop, and the bureau could be at risk of noncompliance with Oregon State Public Records Law. In
order to address this concern, the bureau is requesting ongoing General Fund resources to support an additional 1.0 FTE Coordinator I –
NE.   

Before police records are available in the records management system (RMS) for lookup and use in responding to public records requests,
they must be manually entered and checked for accuracy. This is a 24/7 operation, and currently the bureau is without an authorized regular
night shift supervisor. The current solution has one of the bureau’s Police Records Training Coordinators acting as a lead in this capacity, to
the detriment of the training coordinator’s body of work. The bureau has 49.0 FTE Police Records Specialists, and due to high turnover,
there is high demand on the training coordinators to work with new specialists and ensure they learn all critical tasks and functions before
the end of their probationary period. In order to ensure the bureau can best train and serve new records specialists, and to ensure the night
shift operations are appropriately supported, the bureau is requesting ongoing General Fund resources to support 1.0 FTE Supervisor I - E.

In FY 2018-19, a commitment was made to provide victims their police reports at no cost. This decision results in a loss of fees that were
collected under the previous policies. The revenue generated by records request fees is an integral part of the bureau’s program-supporting
revenue. In order to allow the bureau to provide victims’ police reports at no charge to the victim, the bureau is requesting $120,000 ongoing
General Fund resources to counter the lost revenue. This amount is calculated from an average of 4,000 reports received per year, with a
fee of $30 per report.   



City of Portland

Decision Package Detail Run Date: 2/4/19

Page 2 of 11 Details Run Time: 10:00:25 AM

Position Detail

Job Class - Name FTE Salary Supplemental Benefit Total

30003027 - Coordinator I - NE 1.00 68,900 0 32,413 106,584

30003103 - Supervisor I - E 1.00 84,354 0 35,890 126,697

Total 2.00 153,254 0 68,303 233,281

Budget Detail 

Fund Account
2019-20  Request

- V52 with DP

2019-20 CBO
Recommended-

V53
2019-20

Proposed-V53
2019-20

Approved - V54
2019-20 Adopted

- V55

Expense

100000 514610 - Social security ER 9,502 0 0 0 0

100000 514620 - Medicare ER share 2,222 0 0 0 0

100000 514700 - TriMet payroll tax 1,179 0 0 0 0

100000 534000 - Minor equipment & 5,400 0 0 0 0

100000 535004 - Badges 0 0 0 0 0

100000 535005 - Boots 120,000 0 0 0 0

Expense Total: 358,681 0 0 0

Revenue

100000 487110 - General Fund Disc 358,681 0 0 0 0

Revenue Total: 358,681 0 0 0

Net: 0 0 0 0
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Budget Detail 

Fund Account
2019-20  Request

- V52 with DP

2019-20 CBO
Recommended-

V53
2019-20

Proposed-V53
2019-20

Approved - V54
2019-20 Adopted

- V55

Expense

100000 532355 - Computer supplies 7,916,651 0 0 0 0

100000 534000 - Minor equipment & 0 0 0 0 0

Expense Total: 7,916,651 0 0 0

Revenue

100000 487110 - General Fund Disc 0 0 0 0 0

DP: 7674 - Police Records Management System DP Type Priority New
ADD 0 No

Service Impacts

Most of the law enforcement functions of the bureau are reliant on the RMS at some point during service delivery. The ability to record and
retrieve information is a critical element for both responding to and investigating crimes in a safe and effective manner. It is also the source of
key performance metric data to measure the outcomes and effectiveness of the bureau’s programs. Without a cost-effective replacement
system and bridge funding the bureau may be forced to eliminate up to $1.4 million from other programs to sustain the current RMS. 

Equity Impacts

The RMS is the principal data repository for data used for crime analysis and data for tracking program outcomes based on performance
metrics. These data inform decisions on deployment of resources that impact public safety, crime prevention and reduction, and equity
impacts on the diverse communities served by the bureau. Restoration of a cost effective solution will preserve these beneficial impacts

Package Description

The Police Bureau owns and operates a records management system (RMS) for police incident reports and related law enforcement
information. This system is critical to the operation of the bureau, processing police reports, and related mandatory functions. The Regional
Justice Information Network (RegJIN) established a body of more than 40 partner agencies in the five-county metropolitan region that are
signatories to an intergovernmental agreement that governs shared use and cost recovery associated with participation and use of the
RegJIN system. In addition to replacement of the obsolete PPDS RMS, one of the objectives of RegJIN was the advantageous sharing of
law enforcement information useful to agencies across the region. There are two critical issues that must now be addressed.  

The number of participants has dropped precipitously due to three waves of exits from RegJIN. This has placed a disproportionate share of
the fixed cost of operating the system onto the Police Bureau and the City. The bureau’s share of the total annual cost of RegJIN has
increased from 32% to 83% in three years. The FY 2019-20 cost will be more than $1.42 million higher than it would have been prior to the
exit of those agencies. This rises to $1.52 million in FY 2020-21. This has the practical effect of reducing funding available for operation of
the bureau’s other programs.

The current RMS has a user interface that is cumbersome and time consuming, and upgrades or changes to the system are not easily
implemented.  Technological advancement in records management systems provide additional options that the bureau should consider.  A
more robust system that is easier to use can save the bureau time. 

The vendor contract for the current RMS expires in July 2021. The bureau has contracted with a consultant that will assist in development of
a procurement solicitation for a replacement system that can be implemented and made operational prior to the end of the current contract.
The consultant will guide the bureau through the implementation phase of the new RMS. Among the critical considerations will be a business
model that does not place the City in the position of relying on other agencies’ participation to determine the cost of the new RMS to the City.
The replacement system shall have governance and responsibility for cost and commercial contracts that ensures a structure that will not
hold the City responsible for expense or liability due to any other agencies that may choose to participate in the successor system. 

This resource request is based on one-time implementation cost estimates to implement a new on premise RMS that was provided by the
consultant in December 2018. The lowest costs for each of the five elements of software, interfaces, hardware, professional services, and
contingency was $2.64 million in total. The total for the highest costs for each of those five elements was $7.30 million.  The request is the
mean of those high and low estimates, which is $4.97 million. 

This decision package also requests one-time resources of $1.42 million for FY 2019-20 and $1.52 million for FY 2020-21 to bridge the
revenue shortfall that is due to the reduction in the number of RegJIN participants, bringing the total request to $7.91 million in one-time
General Fund discretionary funding. 
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Budget Detail 

Fund Account
2019-20  Request

- V52 with DP

2019-20 CBO
Recommended-

V53
2019-20

Proposed-V53
2019-20

Approved - V54
2019-20 Adopted

- V55

Revenue

100000 487120 - General Fund Disc 7,916,651 0 0 0 0

Revenue Total: 7,916,651 0 0 0

Net: 0 0 0 0
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DP: 7675 - Police Bureau Accountability Enhancement DP Type Priority New
ADD 0 No

Service Impacts

Package Description

The Police Bureau was directed to develop a budget request supporting police accountability initiatives for policy and legal review and
evaluation of the effectiveness of training of bureau members. This request will support: conversion of 1.0 FTE Limited Term Analyst I to a
regular ongoing position, inclusion of internal materials and services funding to support 1.0 FTE Deputy City Attorney to support ongoing
policy and directive review with the Analyst I, and one-time funds in the Training Division to conduct in-depth evaluations of the trainings
offered by the Police Bureau.

Since August 2014 the Portland Police Bureau has been under the terms of a settlement agreement with the United States Department of
Justice (DOJ) where the City has agreed to significant changes in policies and procedures at the Police Bureau. Additional resources, one-
time and ongoing, have been added over this time period to put in place programs and systems to meet the expectation of the DOJ and
provide accountability in police legitimacy in Portland. For the past 2.5 years the bureau has used internal resources from salary savings to
support a Limited Term Analyst I in the Professional Standards Division to focus on the bureau’s directives and policies. The bureau has
also used internal one-time resources to support the Limited Term City Attorney position in the interagency agreement, which is not
sustainable for an ongoing requirement. Prior to this, one-time grant resources funded this work beginning in 2013. These actions were
taken because it was unknown at the time how long this body of work would continue at the new level required to achieve compliance with
the terms of the settlement agreement.

The Police Bureau has 188 current directives for members to adhere to during the course of their job duties. The total number of directives
fluctuates as outdated directives are expunged, but new directives are occasionally added. Of this total, there are 39 directives explicit to the
terms of the DOJ agreement. Per the agreement, these directives must be reviewed and updated every year. The bureau has made
significant progress since the addition of the limited term position as evidenced by the significant change in the compliance scorecard where
policy review is now predominantly categorized with the status of being substantially compliant. 

There are 149 other directives related to bureau policies and conduct of members. Many of these directives have not been reviewed due to
capacity and focus on directives directly related to gaining compliance with the terms of the settlement agreement. In order to further
accountability and legitimacy, it is a recommended practice to review and revise the policies every two years. This action will keep the
bureau in a more proactive model with policy and accountability standards in law enforcement. Prior to the DOJ agreement, directive review
was reactionary with changes to directives being initiated after adverse rulings in lawsuits. Since 2013 the bureau has used limited-term
professional staff funded via grants or salary savings. This request will convert the limited-term Analyst I into a regular ongoing position
dedicated to supporting consistent review and modification of all bureau directives.   

The Police Bureau has also utilized one-time resources to fund a limited-term attorney in the City Attorney’s Office as this position works in
tandem with the Analyst I in Professional Standards and supports legal analysis for other units of the Police Bureau. In order to fully fund the
desired outcomes of this directive, this budget should include matching resources to fund the ongoing position requested at the City
Attorney’s Office. This current model of regular process review is considered a best practice, helps ensure constitutional policing, actively
involves the public, and tends to reduce liability by making sure our policies are continually reviewed and brought up to speed with current
case law. 

Currently there are internal resources at the Training Division responsible for content and curriculum development for the following: the
advanced academy, annual sworn member in-service, Enhanced Crisis Intervention Training (E-CIT), annual supervisor in-service,
command in-service, and other ad hoc external trainings. It is a recommended practice to conduct in-depth evaluations of the effectiveness
of training on a routine basis. This request will add one-time resources to the Training Division to conduct evaluations of greater depth than
the current internal staff have capacity. In particular, this will allow for evaluations of the Detective in-service, supervisor and command level
in-service. At present, there is little to no post-training evaluation conducted as the current resources are dedicated to evaluating the
trainings where there is explicit direction from the DOJ settlement agreement to conduct the evaluations.  
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Budget Detail 

Fund Account
2019-20  Request

- V52 with DP

2019-20 CBO
Recommended-

V53
2019-20

Proposed-V53
2019-20

Approved - V54
2019-20 Adopted

- V55

Expense

100000 511100 - Regular (perm full t 76,045 0 0 0 0

100000 514100 - Benefits 17,063 0 0 0 0

100000 514540 - OPSRP (all - swor 11,810 0 0 0 0

100000 514550 - OPSRP pickup (all 4,563 0 0 0 0

100000 514610 - Social security ER 4,715 0 0 0 0

100000 514620 - Medicare ER share 1,103 0 0 0 0

100000 514700 - TriMet payroll tax 585 0 0 0 0

100000 521100 - Consulting 300,000 0 0 0 0

100000 652233 - Legal Services 215,000 0 0 0 0

Expense Total: 630,884 0 0 0

Revenue

100000 487110 - General Fund Disc 330,884 0 0 0 0

100000 487120 - General Fund Disc 300,000 0 0 0 0

Revenue Total: 630,884 0 0 0

Organizationally, this request will add $115,884 for salary and benefits for 1.0 FTE Analyst I in the Professional Standards Division and
$215,000 for the increase in the interagency agreement between the Office of the City Attorney and the Police Bureau. One-time resources
totaling $300,000 are requested for outside consultants to conduct the training evaluation. This amount is estimated at an hourly rate of
$200/hour and 1,500 hours of work. 

It is expected that without ongoing funding and position authority in the Professional Standards Division and the City Attorney’s Office that
the progress made over the last 2.5 years will revert back to prior practices where directive reviews will take longer, which likely will delay the
City’s ability to achieve and sustain substantial compliance with the terms of the DOJ agreement. It is an expectation from the bureau, the
City, and community that the previous investments and subsequent changes in accountability measures have become permanent and are
not temporary actions set to expire after the City is determined by the DOJ to be in substantial compliance. 

The funds supporting evaluation at the Training Division will supplement the current analytical resources dedicated to supporting the
evaluation process of bureau-led trainings. The bureau utilizes the Kirkpatrick model of training evaluation, and the additional one-time
resources will provide for an external assessment, preferably at a Level Four, which is the most in-depth review in the Kirkpatrick model.
Insights gained from this evaluation will inform future curriculum changes and evaluations for Division leadership and the in-house training
and analysis staff. 

Performance measures tied to this request include the bureau’s ability to gain and maintain substantial compliance with the terms of the DOJ
agreement, and potentially changes in survey data on community perceptions of police legitimacy. These surveys are a requirement of the
DOJ agreement to assess the experiences of community members and their interactions with Police Bureau members. There is further
potential for changes in the reported measures associated with complaints received through the Independent Police Review, as these often
center on adherence to bureau policies. 

Equity Impacts

All communities served by the bureau benefit from the work of the Policy Development Team in the Professional Standards Division, as
directives guide all member behavior, and therefore all community interactions. Improvement in certain directives will also improve bureau
interactions with particular community stakeholders. Examples include directives addressing immigration enforcement, bias-based policing,
and communication with deaf and limited English proficiency persons.
Adding resources for the training evaluations will include the effectiveness of equity and implicit bias training that members receive as part of
in-service, command, and supervisory training. It is anticipated that these trainings will add to the cultural competence and awareness
officers have when working with the public. These trainings are ongoing annual trainings conducted and evaluated primarily by internal
bureau members. The enhanced outside consultant evaluation may provide additional opportunities to further the goals of training bureau
members on equity and implicit bias.
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Position Detail

Job Class - Name FTE Salary Supplemental Benefit Total

30003006 - Analyst I 1.00 76,045 0 34,020 115,883

Total 1.00 76,045 0 34,020 115,883

Budget Detail 

Fund Account
2019-20  Request

- V52 with DP

2019-20 CBO
Recommended-

V53
2019-20

Proposed-V53
2019-20

Approved - V54
2019-20 Adopted

- V55
Net: 0 0 0 0
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Budget Detail 

Fund Account
2019-20  Request

- V52 with DP

2019-20 CBO
Recommended-

V53
2019-20

Proposed-V53
2019-20

Approved - V54
2019-20 Adopted

- V55

Expense

DP: 7676 - Strength Program DP Type Priority New
ADD 0 No

Service Impacts

Since 1979, WomenStrength has provided free self-defense classes and personal safety workshops to people around the Portland area. It
has taught self-defense skills to approximately 30,000 women and teenage girls, and personal safety workshops to over 100,000 women and
men. Since 2008, GirlStrength has trained more than 7,000 girls in personal safety and violence prevention techniques. Since 2014 the
BoyStrength program has provided training to young men between the ages of 8 and 18 to interrupt the cycle of violence. As ongoing
programs each would continue to provide these crime prevention and reduction services to members of the community with an elevated
potential for involvement in sexual assault and violence.

Equity Impacts

These programs are specifically focused on reducing and preventing violence against girls and women, including domestic violence and
sexual assault. WomenStrength and GirlStrength help women and girls identify their risks and evaluate their strengths, and to explore their
options for dealing with the threat of sexual violence. BoyStrength promotes knowledge and awareness of equity, diversity, and cultural
differences, encouraging boys to explore healthier and safer choices to prevent violence and to cultivate leadership and mentoring skills for
them to be allies in ending violence against girls and women .

Package Description

WomenStrength, GirlStrength and BoyStrength are programs offered through the Family Services Division of the Portland Police Bureau.
WomenStrength self-defense classes are designed to introduce teenage and adult women to a variety of strategies, including some survival
level fighting skills, designed to help defend against sexual assault and other violence.  GirlStrength is designed to meet the developmental
needs of youth ages 10-17, and shares the same philosophy as its sister program, offering empowerment self-defense classes and personal
safety workshops all over Portland. 

The WomenStrength and GirlStrength classes are taught by volunteers. Over thirty professional trainers in the field of violence prevention
offer their services and are committed to training the volunteer self-defense instructors. These professional trainers provide knowledge as
well as prevention and intervention strategies on topics related to trauma, oppression and privilege, bullying, gendered violence which
includes sexual assault, dating, domestic and intimate partner violence, trafficking, gang involvement and child abuse. Over the course of
seven weeks, new instructors learn how to deliver effective physical and non-physical self-defense skills as well as how to teach these skills
to girls and women. To encourage more schoolteachers to become GirlStrength instructors, a condensed summer program was offered in
2010 for licensed Portland Public School teachers to receive 10 post-graduate credits for this training from Portland State University. The
goal was for each school to have a teacher trained as a GirlStrength instructor to reduce the number of instructors needed at their schools,
while helping to create a culturally competent curriculum for each individual school.

The BoyStrength program’s mission is to foster awareness, promote healthy choices and empower boys to be leaders in nonviolence. Men
outnumber women as perpetrators of violence, and BoyStrength is trying to interrupt the cycle of violence by providing free, community
based education to young men between the ages of 8 and 18 through their local schools and community centers. The curriculum is led by
volunteers and covers topics from personal health and safety, to gang violence and bullying, to trusting their feelings and knowing when to
ask for help.

The WomenStrength and GirlStrength programs are each staffed by a nonsworn professional Crime Prevention Program Administrator with
ongoing funding.  The BoyStrength program is staffed by a limited-term nonsworn professional Crime Prevention Program Administrator with
one-time funding . 

The Mayor’s budget development guidance is for each bureau to reduce General Fund discretionary resource use by 1%. For the Police
Bureau this is $2.05 million from the base of the FY 2019-20 Requested Budget. To achieve this the bureau developed $1.3 million in new
fee revenue, $350,000 in cost-reduction efficiencies, and $400,000 in other programmatic cost reductions. To achieve the full $2.05 million
reduction these programs their three associated positions were also selected for elimination. Because of the nature of their affiliations, they
are deemed the most likely of the bureau’s crime prevention programs to be successfully sustained by a local non-profit service agency or
similar entity if they are no longer part of the Police Bureau.

The greatest probability for success in sustaining these programs is to add-back the funding for 3.0 FTE Crime Prevention Program
Administrator positions to allow the Police Bureau to continue to administer them. This package requests conversion of the 1.0 FTE
BoyStrength coordinator position from limited-term to regular along with funding for it and the existing 2.0 FTE coordinator positions.
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Position Detail

Job Class - Name FTE Salary Supplemental Benefit Total

30000309 - Crime Prevention Program Administrator 3.00 187,520 0 92,923 294,789

Total 3.00 187,520 0 92,923 294,789

Budget Detail 

Fund Account
2019-20  Request

- V52 with DP

2019-20 CBO
Recommended-

V53
2019-20

Proposed-V53
2019-20

Approved - V54
2019-20 Adopted

- V55

Expense

100000 511100 - Regular (perm full t 187,520 0 0 0 0

100000 514100 - Benefits 51,107 0 0 0 0

100000 514540 - OPSRP (all - swor 29,122 0 0 0 0

100000 514550 - OPSRP pickup (all 11,251 0 0 0 0

100000 514610 - Social security ER 11,626 0 0 0 0

100000 514620 - Medicare ER share 2,719 0 0 0 0

100000 514700 - TriMet payroll tax 1,442 0 0 0 0

Expense Total: 294,787 0 0 0

Revenue

100000 487110 - General Fund Disc 294,787 0 0 0 0

Revenue Total: 294,787 0 0 0

Net: 0 0 0 0
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Budget Detail 

Fund Account
2019-20  Request

- V52 with DP

2019-20 CBO
Recommended-

V53
2019-20

Proposed-V53
2019-20

Approved - V54
2019-20 Adopted

- V55

Expense

100000 511100 - Regular (perm full t 109,658 0 0 0 0

100000 512100 - Overtime -40,000 0 0 0 0

100000 514100 - Benefits 17,130 0 0 0 0

DP: 7677 - Communications and Citizen Partnership U DP Type Priority New
ADD 0 No

Service Impacts

The Communications Unit currently has 3.0 FTE positions from the Portland Police Bureau, and 1.0 FTE resource from the Bureau of
Technology Services (BTS). There is 1.0 FTE Police Lieutenant, 1.0 FTE Public Information Officer, and 1.0 FTE Multimedia Specialist. The
sworn Lieutenant acts as the Public Information Officer (PIO) who responds on scene for significant events, leads bureau press conferences,
and provides the media a point of contact for inquires. The non-sworn professional PIO is responsible for the development of content for
press releases, bureau statements, website, social media and internal communications content for bureau members. The bureau’s
Multimedia Specialist is responsible for all graphics and produces video content for dissemination via a video platform on the bureau’s
website and social media accounts. The Communications Unit also has a 1.0 FTE position from the Bureau of Technology who is
responsible for video content, website, Intranet, social media and programming.

Throughout the course of the fiscal year, the Communications Unit responds to multiple incidents, many result in written and televised
responses from the sworn and professional staff in the unit. The bureau’s four primary social media accounts have a significant following,
and allow the bureau to provide information to the public through online resources. The addition of the proposed Public Information Manager
will give this unit the capacity to work more strategically to communicate with the public using the most effective mediums for varied
situations. Using this approach, the bureau would also provide proactive communications regarding significant issues and events, both
internally to the bureau and externally to the public. 

Resources requested in this package will provide salary and benefits for 1.0 FTE Public Information Manager and associated expenses for a
workstation and communication tools. The total estimated cost of this position and expenses is $153,350. The bureau has recently
reorganized to mitigate overtime costs previously incurred in this unit, as the sworn PIO was called out to respond to events on overtime with
great frequency, totaling 1,256 hours in overtime worked, which translates to over $80,000 in overtime paid in FY 2017-18. There is
approximately $40,000 in internal realignment of resources, and the requested new General Fund resources will fund the remaining amount
to support this position. This is due to the cost differential of better utilization of sworn resources where there is limited overtime exposure as
compared to assigning one sworn Sergeant to respond at all-hours to Police Bureau events.

At present, this program does not have associated performance measures. This unit previously relied upon the Auditor’s annual survey data
for community perception of the Police Bureau; however, this survey was discontinued and the replacement survey from the City Budget
Office has not been conducted. It is anticipated that customer service surveys and response from community groups will provide
performance indicators of the addition of the Public Information Manager. 

Equity Impacts

The Communications Unit coordinates with the Community Engagement Unit to ensure advisory groups and communities of focus receive
information and access to the bureau. Recently, the bureau’s internet offerings have included translated documents. The bureau also uses
partners in the community present as another medium for sharing information. This new position is expected to provide additional oversight
and strategies for enhancing communications outside of electronic mediums and public events. While social media and online presence does
enhance the bureau’s ability to reach more individuals, the bureau is very conscious that many members of the public do not have ready
access to online materials or and may face other language barriers. As such, this position would be responsible for ensuring the bureau’s
communications are inclusive.

Package Description

The Police Bureau has been directed to develop a decision package which will improve services provided by the Communications and
Community Engagement Unit; specifically, to provide a more robust strategic public media relations portfolio for the existing Communication
Unit in the Chief’s Office. 
The Portland Police Bureau currently operates with a small team dedicated to providing information to the public, especially when there is
risk to public safety or events where there is significant public interest. The prioritization of what information to communicate, what mediums
to use to provide bureau communications, and when to share information is for the most part reactive in nature. There is a significant body of
information the bureau is unable to share with the public due to the constraint of this current model. The addition of 1.0 FTE Public
Information Manager position will provide a dedicated resource to set strategic guidance for both external and internal communications. 
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Position Detail

Job Class - Name FTE Salary Supplemental Benefit Total

30000497 - Public Information Manager 1.00 109,658 0 41,583 159,629

Total 1.00 109,658 0 41,583 159,629

Budget Detail 

Fund Account
2019-20  Request

- V52 with DP

2019-20 CBO
Recommended-

V53
2019-20

Proposed-V53
2019-20

Approved - V54
2019-20 Adopted

- V55

Expense

100000 514540 - OPSRP (all - swor 17,030 0 0 0 0

100000 514550 - OPSRP pickup (all 6,579 0 0 0 0

100000 514610 - Social security ER 6,799 0 0 0 0

100000 514620 - Medicare ER share 1,590 0 0 0 0

100000 514700 - TriMet payroll tax 843 0 0 0 0

100000 651530 - BTS Operations Bil 6,000 0 0 0 0

Expense Total: 125,629 0 0 0

Revenue

100000 487110 - General Fund Disc 122,129 0 0 0 0

100000 487120 - General Fund Disc 3,500 0 0 0 0

Revenue Total: 125,629 0 0 0

Net: 0 0 0 0
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PL - 100-General Fund- Financial Plan

Plan Overview

The foundation for this financial plan is the requested budget, adopted with all decision
packages as the base case. Inflation factors are chosen from those provided by the City
Budget Office (CBO) as appropriate for each major object category. 

This plan excludes any growth above economic inflation to compensate for the observed
statistical trends of increasing calls for service and an increasing incidence of crime and
disorder that drive the demand for policing services. The amount of service will not increase if
this plan is followed, although the demand is projected to continue to increase. Performance
against key metrics will deteriorate absent future adjustments in the level of resources or a
reduction in the breadth of services to focus on a specific set of core services to the exclusion
of others. 

Revenue Assumptions

The majority of revenues are projected using the CBO inflation factors. There is no anticipated
increase in any particular resource beyond inflation. The exception is sworn PERS pension
cost reimbursement from FPDR, which is funded by a separate tax levy. The bureau
understands that FPDR has the capacity to grow that resource with the increasing number of
sworn PERS members and the increasing percentage of wages that PERS is anticipated to
charge, at least over the five years of this projection. 

Revenue Risks to Forecast

Roughly 90% of the bureau’s General Fund budget is funded with General Fund discretionary
resources. The risk inherent is not unique to the Police Bureau, and the CBO performs
detailed analysis of those factors.  Over the course of the five year plan, FPDR reimbursement
of pension expense grows from under 6% to more than 9% of total resources. There is a
geometric aspect to the growth associated with sworn PERS expense as all new hires join that
system and then climb wage steps over eight years, as well as receive promotions, and the
percentage charged increases significantly each biennium.  The City Charter cap on the FPDR
tax rate at $2.80 per $1,000 of real market value remains a small risk for FPDR solvency in the
years outside this plan.



Expenditure Risks to Forecast

Because this plan does not balance staffing and related resources to growth trends in demand
it sets up conditions which may appear functional from a financial perspective but which ignore
the impact of the inherent performance deterioration it implies.  Difficult choices will need to be
made to determine how scarce public safety resources are deployed if demand continues to
grow faster than supply. This plan does not address them.  

Expenditure Assumptions

The assumptions for inflation are provided by CBO. There is a lump sum of $4.9 million
associated with replacement of the Police Records Management System in FY 2021-22 that is
included in a decision package in the FY 2019-20 Requested Budget. There is no future
growth in staffing included in this plan, which implies an ongoing deterioration in performance
metrics that intersect with increased workload such as calls for service and an increasing
quantity of cases for investigation.

Financial Plan

Major Object Name Cy Estimate 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Charges for Services 4,070,000 3,697,480 3,819,497 3,926,443 4,032,457 4,141,333

Fund Transfers - Revenue 300,000 0 0 0 0 0

General Fund Discretionary 208,340,000 205,510,142 212,299,114 218,267,551 224,152,286 230,883,028

Interagency Revenue 8,440,000 13,227,555 14,722,795 18,897,904 21,048,310 24,717,416

Intergovernmental 6,630,000 6,602,022 6,819,889 7,010,846 7,200,138 7,394,542

Licenses & Permits 1,280,000 1,481,000 1,529,873 1,572,709 1,615,173 1,658,782

Miscellaneous 850,000 734,150 758,377 779,612 800,661 822,279

Sum: 229,910,000 231,252,349 239,949,545 250,455,065 258,849,025 269,617,380

Financial Plan

Major Object Name Cy Estimate 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

External Materials and Services 28,165,000 14,814,714 15,224,588 15,620,427 16,031,765 16,448,591

Internal Materials and Services 35,700,000 38,338,448 39,526,940 40,554,640 41,649,616 42,732,506

Personnel 166,045,000 178,099,187 185,198,017 194,279,997 201,167,643 210,436,284

Sum: 229,910,000 231,252,349 239,949,545 250,455,064 258,849,024 269,617,381

217

PL - 217-Grants- Financial Plan



Plan Overview

The Police Bureau seeks grants from various agencies to fund programs that are consistent
with its public safety mission. The majority of these are either directly from federal entities or
are federal funds distributed by state agencies. Many of these grants have a duration of one
year, but most of the larger grant awards fund projects that are budgeted over multiple years.
Because most of the award periods follow the federal fiscal year the bureau’s awards typically
bridge over multiple local budget years. In combination, this leads to substantial carry-over of
award funding across multiple fiscal years.

Revenue Assumptions

It can be difficult to predict the availability and timing of grant awards. This is due in part to
priorities set at the federal level. It is also due to the capacity of the bureau to initiate projects
that match federal funding initiatives. The simple assumption used for growth is a steady 3%
above the current year projection.

Revenue Risks to Forecast

This forecast is reliant on the continued availability of federal grants for law enforcement.
Changes in federal policy could occur at any time. This would impact future funding
opportunities.  It is not typical for awards to be withdrawn as long as the recipient follows the
requirements of the grant within the timeframe allowed.

Expenditure Risks to Forecast

There have been a number of traffic enforcement grant awards that were de-obligated
because the bureau was not able to perform as much work in the allotted time as there was
funding available. This was due to staffing shortages in combination with unsolicited awards.
For the most part the bureau mitigates this risk by applying for only those grants that it has
determined it has the capability to execute the associated projects.

Expenditure Assumptions

The assumption is that the bureau can perform the activities of each grant project in a timely
manner. The growth rate is reasonably conservative and the projections are in line with the
bureau’s past performance and its anticipated capacity.

Financial Plan

Major Object Name Cy Estimate 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024



Intergovernmental 1,466,954 1,510,963 1,556,292 1,602,981 1,651,070 1,700,602

Sum: 1,466,954 1,510,963 1,556,292 1,602,981 1,651,070 1,700,602

Financial Plan

Major Object Name Cy Estimate 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

External Materials and Services 488,830 503,495 518,600 534,158 550,183 566,688

Personnel 978,124 1,007,468 1,037,692 1,068,823 1,100,887 1,133,914

Sum: 1,466,954 1,510,963 1,556,292 1,602,981 1,651,070 1,700,602

222

PL - 222-Police Special Rev- Financial Plan

Plan Overview

The Police Special Revenue Fund is used to account for restricted or committed law
enforcement revenues. Revenues received from governments, donations, and interest on
investments. Intergovernmental revenues are part of a local revenue sharing agreements with
partnering agencies, the largest of which relates to the Regional Justice Information Network
(RegJIN). The principal resources received from the federal government are part of cost-
sharing formula governed by the U.S. Department of Justice. These revenues have strict
spending guidelines and are subject to federal audit standards. State and local revenue cost
sharing agreements have similar reporting and spending requirements. Donations to the
Portland Police Bureau are booked as revenue in the Police Special Revenue Fund to be
expended for the donor’s identified intended expense. 

Revenue Assumptions

The Regional Justice Information Network (RegJIN) is a law enforcement records
management system operated by the City that was established for the use of roughly 40
participating agencies across the five-county Portland metro area. Reimbursements for
proportionate shares of RegJIN system expense are accounted for within the Police Special
Revenue fund. With the withdrawal of partners, related revenue has declined by more than
$1.0 million from FY 2016-17 to FY 2019-20. That revenue will cease with the termination of
that agreement at the end of FY 2021-22. 

Revenue Risks to Forecast



Most of the equitably-shared forfeiture receipts are the result of investigative activity that
results in criminal cases that are adopted at the federal level. To a great degree this is
dependent on the bureau’s capacity to dedicate specialist investigative units for substantial
periods of time in order to interdict large-scale criminal enterprises. Most of these involve
narcotics trafficking and criminal gangs. Staffing shortages in patrol may reduce this capacity
during the term of this forecast which has the potential to reduce this source of revenue to the
fund. 

Expenditure Risks to Forecast

The bureau has requested one-time General Fund discretionary resources to cover the City’s
increased share of the cost of RegJIN. The most significant expenditure risk to forecast would
arise from that request being denied. This would drive the bureau to using federal asset
forfeiture proceeds for most of the equipment replacement that it typically funds from the
General Fund operating budget. This would accelerate a reduction in fund balance. 

Expenditure Assumptions

Expenditures related to RegJIN partners will cease after FY2021-22. Asset forfeiture
expenditure is anticipated to follow a run-rate into the future, with a principal risk noted below. 

Financial Plan

Major Object Name Cy Estimate 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Beginning Fund Balance 4,949,109 4,267,523 3,937,523 3,621,343 3,381,389 3,134,237

Intergovernmental 969,900 595,575 642,296 694,333 184,769 190,313

Miscellaneous 120,000 120,000 127,819 131,653 135,603 139,671

Sum: 6,039,009 4,983,098 4,707,638 4,447,329 3,701,761 3,464,221

Financial Plan

Major Object Name Cy Estimate 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Ending Fund Balance 4,267,523 3,937,523 3,621,343 3,381,389 3,134,237 2,879,671

External Materials and Services 1,771,486 1,045,575 1,086,295 1,065,940 567,524 584,550

Sum: 6,039,009 4,983,098 4,707,638 4,447,329 3,701,761 3,464,221

227

PL - 227-Recreational Marijuana Tax Fund- Financial Plan

Plan Overview



The Recreational Cannabis Tax Fund was established after the 2016 election to manage the
resource and expenditure of a tax on retail sales of cannabis within the City of Portland. City
Code Section 6.07 dictates how net revenues are to be managed and the purposes for which
they may be allocated in the Adopted Budget. Two of those purposes are activities conducted
by programs managed by the Police Bureau. The first of these is drug and alcohol education
and treatment programs, including but not limited to services that facilitate or increase access
to drug and alcohol education and treatment, and programs that support rehabilitation and
employment readiness. The second is public safety, including police, fire, and transportation
safety purposes that protect community members from unsafe drivers. 

A portion of the Police Bureau’s Service Coordination Team program and the Traffic Safety
program was funded in FY2017-18 with this resource. A portion of the Traffic Safety program
continued to be funded in FY 2018-19. This plan extends funding of a portion of the Traffic
Safety program over the next five years, including support of Portland’s Vision Zero initiative to
address the top contributors to deadly and serious injury crashes with a goal to eliminate traffic
deaths and serious injuries by 2025.

Revenue Assumptions

The City Economist has reported that cannabis tax receipts have shown modest growth which
is expected to continue for the foreseeable future. While the retail price of unprocessed
cannabis has demonstrated a downward trend, this has been offset by an increase in sales of
processed cannabis products which command higher retail prices. This sales mix has allowed
tax receipts to maintain growth. 

Revenue Risks to Forecast

The sale and use of cannabis for recreational purposes is legal in Oregon. Thirty-two other
states and the District of Columbia have passed laws broadly legalizing it in some form as of
2018. It does remain a controlled substance under federal law. Federal law enforcement action
could have a negative impact on continued retail sale in Oregon. That could reduce or
eliminate this resource.  

Expenditure Risks to Forecast

Expenditure Assumptions

Following the direction of the City Budget Office, this plan uses the bureau growth rate factor
to establish the level of ongoing resources that the Traffic Safety program will receive from this
fund over the next five years. The Police Bureau monitors the expenditure of this resource to
ensure that it funds only eligible activities as defined in PCC 6.07.145.



Allocation of revenue from the Recreational Cannabis Tax Fund must occur annually as part of
the public budget adoption process followed by Council, with funding allocations made
annually by City Council. If the allocation to the Traffic Safety program is reduced or eliminated
in the budget process it would require substitute funding from another resource or program
expenditures would need to be reduced. The latter case would have a negative impact on the
bureau’s capacity to support the Vision Zero initiative and the public safety mission of the
Traffic Division.  

Financial Plan

Major Object Name Cy Estimate 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Miscellaneous Fund Allocation 2,149,750 2,305,926 2,379,716 2,444,861 2,518,207 2,593,753

Sum: 2,149,750 2,305,926 2,379,716 2,444,861 2,518,207 2,593,753

Financial Plan

Major Object Name Cy Estimate 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Personnel 2,149,750 2,305,926 2,379,716 2,444,861 2,518,207 2,593,753

Sum: 2,149,750 2,305,926 2,379,716 2,444,861 2,518,207 2,593,753
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